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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In early June, 1890, more than 500 representatives of the
South Dakota Farmers' Alliance faced a fundamental question.

They

could avoid partisan politics and remain a pressure group within the
dominant Republican Party, or they could strike out on their own.
At the center of their convention in Huron, as he had been at
the center of their pr otest for the past four years, was Alliance
President Henry L. Loucks of Clear Lake.

Since moving to Dakota

Territory six years earlier, Loucks had forged the territorial
Alliance into a poten tial political force.

1

The weekly Dakota

Ruralist had been fo unded along with other alliance undertakings in
cooperative buying and insurance.

But demands by the alliance for

reform legislation had been ignored by the Republicans and direct
political action seemed more and more to be the farmers only course.

2

Despite a "strong faction opposed to independent action,''
Loucks fought for a third party at Huron.

3

On June 6, "amid the

wildest enthusiasm, ,A delegates agreed with Loucks and the South
Dakota Independent Party was born.
Six days later, members of the Kansas Alliance met in Topeka
to form an independent party and at the end of July, the alliance in
Nebraska did likewise.

In September, the North Dakota Alliance,

continuing this drive to independent political action, nominated a full
slate of candidates.

Clearly a political upheaval was . stirring. 5-·

When delegates to the Huron convention crossed the line

2

between nonpartisan interest group and political party, they became
the first of a new generation of farmers to choose politics to solve
the problems they faced.

It may be asserted then, that South Dakota

is the birthplace of that movement, populism,

6

and that H, L. Loucks

assisted in the delivery.
The farmers' grievances that June arose from dashed hopes of
prosperity in Dakota Territory.

Most had come during the preceding

decade for free homestead lands; many were German and Scandinavian
who were lured to the frontier by railroad agents and immigration
boards.
They had lived through the economic boom of the 1880s with
its easy credit and expanding railways.
the drought of 1887,
difficult.

7

But when the boom burst with

their difficult existence grew even more

Credit contracted and their debts mounted

grew seemingly more powerful.

8

while railroads

Farmers felt more victimized by the

railroads than from any other source,

9

though they also felt themselves

the prey of the big businesses that bought their wheat and sold them
farm equipment.

But the farmer was not opposed to businesses'

techniques of organization and consolidation in mounting a counterattack.
11

If we were organized,;, Alliance lecturer Walter Muir wrote

in the Ruralist in 1889, "and worked together as the monopolies do,
how long would they rule the country; let us drop party spirit and unite
on principle; and that principle the greatest good to the greatest
number. 1110
In that same issue Loucks wrote:
it makes little difference whether it be a railway,

3

manufacturer or a national bank ring they wear,
there is such a community of interest that they
will protect each other and vote together. I
earnestly hope for the time when every farmer
in America will take the same interest in his own
welfare as every other class does and use the
11
same means to secure such legislation as they do.
Loucks and the Independents called for an activist
government, one that would own the railroads and control the amount
of currency in circulation.

It would intervene on behalf of the

farmer and loan him needed funds at a low rate of interest.
This government would also be open to the populace.

Loucks

and the Independents wanted votes cast in secret (called the
Australian ballot), the right of citizens to initiate legislation
and the direct election of U.S. senators.
For more than a decade, these activist farmers wrestled for
control of South Dakota's government so that it might be used to
trim the power of the "trusts and monopolies."
succeed---i n 1896 and 1898.

Only twice did they

Each time they captured the governorship

by a raz-or-thin margin of just over 300 votes out of nearly 80,000
cast.

12

During the 1890s, the Independents presented Republican

domination of state politics with one of its most serious electoral
challenges between the founding of the territory in 1861 and the
late 1960s.

13

Despi t e its threat to Republican hegemony and despite its
being the first manifestation of what historian Richard Hofstadter

4

has called the first modern political movement in America, scant
study has been made of South Dakota populism.

14

In fact, in his

History of South Dakota, Dr. Herbert Schell has noted, "A full-scale
history of the Populist movement in South Dakota remains to be
written. 1115
This, however, is not a history of populism in South Dakota
for such a broad topic is outside the paradigms of the present
investigation.

It is instead a study of how one man contributed his

ideas and energy to shape a nascent political movement,

As such, the

study will focus not only on Loucks' ideas, but on a primary vehicle
by which he dispersed them:

the Dakota Ruralist.

The weekly paper, which listed Loucks as editor for most of
its existence, formed, in the opinion of this writer, a point around
which angry South Dakota farmer s could rally.

Begun in the fall of

1887, the Ruralist at first offered its readers a predominance of farm
news and a minimum of politics; five years later the format had been
reversed.

While it was called the official voice of the alliance,

there was a distinct change of tone in this period which mirrors, this
writer believes, a change of tactics in the movement's leadership
.
lf . 16
and in the movement itse
Through the pages of the Dakota Ruralist, this writer believes,
Loucks was able to articulate the major tenets of what was to become
the South Dakota populism position.

He also used the Ruralist to

influence the movement at two key junctures:
party and fusion with the Democrats.

formation of a third

5

Guiding the farmers' protest away from nonpartisan alliance
activities into an independent political party represented a profound
change in direction.

Indeed, the whole future of the movement would

have been different had Loucks not prevailed at the Huron convention
in 1890.

Even if the alliance had achieved the same results by

remaining as an interest group, the entire tenor of its approach
would have been different.
The same can be said for fusion with the Democrats, although
here the outcome was different.

Loucks was steadfast against forming

any coalition with the Democrats, whom he distrusted as "desperate
political Copperheads."

17

He saw them denigrating the principles of

the Independents, while riding the party's popularity into office.
While Loucks was perhaps able to slow down fusion, he was not able to
halt it.
Loucks was also instrumental in formulating the South Dakota
populist position.

Through his writings in the Dakota Ruralist prior

to June 1890, and his position as president of the state alliance
since 1886, he · was able to muster support for his proposals.

In fact,

the positions taken by Loucks and the positions taken by the
Independents in their party platform were virtually identical.

But

some caution on causation might be in order here.
It is always dangerous to posit that one man's position on an
issue caused another man to take the same position.

Nevertheless,

this writer believes that it is possible to say that one man's position
on an issue might have been a major factor in another man adopting the

6

same position.

Persuasion theory has isolated several variables--

such as high source credibility and shared frames of reference among
others--which, if present, may allow one man to have influence over
another, or, for that matter, over an entire political movement.
It is the purpose of this paper, then,to study the impact that
H. L. Loucks may have had on three major issues of South Dakota
populism already stated:

the populist position in the state, the

formation of a third party and fusion with the Democrats.
Neither major state historian of the period--George Kingsbury
nor Doane Robinson--has been kind in his assessment of Loucks and
the state's populists.

Kingsbury, according to Yale historian

Howard R. Lamar, hinted they were "a combination of cranks and
demagogues. "

18

Robinson has even adrni.tted insinuating that Loucks

was a crook--a mistake he later clarified.

19

But it is the opinion

of this writer that Loucks was neither; that he was instead a man of
lofty and unbending principles.

He saw the suffering of Dakota

farmers at the hands of the powerful and set out to do something
about it.

He advocated a government that would intervene on the side

of the powerless and help redress the balance, to make the lot of the
monopolies a little less comfortable and to make the lot of the farmers
a bit more comfortable.

But it would also be an open government, one

to which all citizens would have equal access.
The next chapter will trace the development of what became the
two most serious grievances of the farmers:

the abuses of monopoly,

especially railroads, and the limited· amount -of currency in

7

circulation.

The second part of Chapter II will explore these two

conditions in Dakota Territory in the ten years preceding formation
of the Independent Party in June 1890.
Chapters III, IV and V will present a detailed summary of and
conclusions about the impact of H. L. Loucks on South Dakota
populism through the Ruralist and other writings.

r

8
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND CONDITIONS
Origins in the Civil War Era
When they finally coalesced into the populist movement in the
1890s,

farmers' grievances centered on two related facts of

post-Civil War life:

the abuses of business monopolies,especially

railroads,and the paucity of money in circulation.

Both can be

traced back nearly 40 years to the financial chaos of the Civil War
years.
The United States was forced from the gold standard in
December 1861 after a series of mishaps shook investor confidence in
the government.

1

Faced with the mounting costs of the war, which

at first was going badly for the Union, the federal government approved
in February 1862 the first of three issues of legal tender.

By the

end of the war, more than $400 million of these notes, popularly
called "greenbacks," were in circulation.

2

They were paper dollar

bills and fractional paper currency, made valuable solely by their
owners' faith in the federal government.
When the legal tender issues were authorized, Congress hoped
for an early return to a currency redeemable in gold.

Resumption soon

became a rallying cry for both sides in the great battle over the
circulating medium.

Hard money interests fought for a return to

specie payments while soft money gro'-.lps fought against it.

At this

time, silver was still backing United States currency and a silver
dollar was actually worth three cents more than a gold dollar.

3

The greenbacks in circulation, combined with government

11

spending during the Civil War, created an inflation in the United
States unknown since the country'·s founding.

By the end of the

Civil War, the prices of some 135 key commodities were two and a
half times greater than they were at the start of the war.

4

A great

business boom was also fueled by the inflation.
In April 1866, Congress passed the Contraction Act, legislation designed to reduce the number of greenbacks in circulation as a
first step to resumption of specie payment.

Treasury Secretary Hugh

McCulloch, an avowed resumptionist, began withdrawing currency only
to be met by a determined coalition of businessmen, Democrats and
II

115
•
•
11 ectua 1 s an d po 1 1t1c1ans.
· . .
agrarian
inte

The result, in February

1868, was the repeal of the Contraction Act, but not until after
McCulloch had trimmed the

II

circulating medium'' ( the money in

circulation) by $44 million in g reenbacks.

6

In the developing climate of rapid busines s expansion, several
distinct positions emerged on the nation's monetary standard.
Historian Irwin Unger has identified four, with three advocating a
currency not based on the gold standard and the last seeking a speedy
return to it.

The three soft money or greenback positions, said Unger,

were held by:
a heterogeneous group of businessmen, political and
labor leaders and Agrarians whos; combined ~fforts_
7
ultimately thwarted the Treasury ·s contraction policy,
Arrayed against the trio of interests stood the monometalists,
and Unger has noted:

"they were a socially superior breed representing

the eastern elite of merchants, commercial bankers, textile

12

manufacturers, professional men, gentlemen reformers and respectful
literati. 118
As the decade of the Civil War drew to a close a general
economic boom was under way and attitudes turned more to making
money than arguing over it.

It would be a problem soon to return.

With the prosperity, railroads continued expanding west,
completing the first transcontinental link in 1869.
Goodrich aptly termed the "Era of National Subsidy

119

What Carter
began in 1850

and had "reached its peak in the few years following the end of the
Civil War. 1110

In addition to $65 million in government loans to

companies building the first transcontinental railroad, "land grants
were authorized during the years 1861-75 to a number of railroad
companies from which they ultimately received well over 100,000,000
acres."

11

As both farmers and railroads headed west , farther from the
ports and large consuming cities of the East, a new type of
agricultural market began to emerge.

The farmer was growing huge

amounts of crops for sale, rather than just growing enough for himself
and his family.

The broad, flat prairies of the North Central states

were well suited for mechanized farming.

As the distance between

farmer and market grew, the commission man emerged to buy the
burgeoning crop and sell it to the mills.

The system quickly worked

to the farmers~ disadvantage, as historian Solon J. Buck has pointed
out:
When the farmer carried the product of his summer'· s
work to market and found himself practically obliged to
dispose of it to commission men at quite unrenumerative

13

prices, it was but natural for him to look upon these dealers
as enemies and to feel that they controlled the situation
and fixed such prices as they chose, and indeed it seems
to be true that the returns to the farmer were often
smaller and the share retained by the connnission men larger
than would have been the case had there been more competition among the merchants and more organization among the
farmers.12
Early Agitation
As the railroads grew, so did the first agrarian movement
to challenge them--the Patrons of Husbandry, or the Grange.

Actually,

the order was founded by Washington, D. C., postal clerks, or, as one
author put it:

13
"a fruit grower and six government clerks."

Oliver Hudson Kelley, while a clerk in the Agricultural bureau, was
sent on a tour of the South to gather information for the department
and was struck by "the
agricultural classes.

lack of progressive spirit among the

1114

He soon came to the conclusion that a

national secret order was needed to elevate the status of the farmer.

15

In September 1868, North Star Grange became the first permanent grange
in Minnesota and its officials soon embarked on economic activity to
aid the farmer. 16

They emphasized "protection against corporations,

the advantages of crop and market statistics, depots for the sale of
produce and concerted action in the purchase of stock and the testing
of new farm implements.

1117

As the movement grew through the early 1870s,
cooperation" be ame a leading feature of Grangerism.

"business
Farmers seeking

protection from the middlemen set up agencies among themselves
through which they could buy supplies at favorable prices.

Statewide

business agencies developed in Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois, among

14

others.

There were also experiments in cooperative stores,

.
i
18
manufacturing, and bank1.ng and nsurance.

Perhaps t he major impact made by the Grangers was on
railroad legislation, and especially with the Granger cases that
the U.S. Supreme Court decided in October 1876.

These cases arose

from states where Grangerism was active--Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa
and Wisconsin-- and through them "the fundamental principle of the
right of a s tate to regula t e a business which is public in its
1119
nature . . . was established • . . .

While they dif f ered ove r the fundamental problems facing
American society, Unger noted t hat both grangerism and greenbackism
"overlapped in a significant way.

Primarily, both movements were

deeply imbued with the agra r ian , anti-monopoly faith of prewar
Americ a . 1120

An d that f aith , since the eighteenth century, had "been

wedded to bul lionism.

11 21

Fai;-mers in general, note d Un ger , di d not support soft money
until after t h e Panic of 1873 .
later a leading populist, said:

22

As Minnesota's Ignatius Donnelly,
"We h ave no interest in an inflated

money market. . . . As we have to sell our wheat at the world,_s price,
it is our interes t that ever ything we buy s hould be at the world's
.

price."

23

While the e ffe ct of the pani c was not felt by the farmers

for a few years ? a de tec table l eaning t oward greenbackism emerged
after 1873.

24

In February of that year, about seven months before a string
of business failures signaled the start of the panic, Congress in a
barely notice d measure discontinued use of the 412.5 grain silver

15

dollar as currency.

25

Demonetization of silver by Germany two

years earlier and the increased output of domestic silver mines in
the West had helped force down the price of silver.

Treasury

officials were concerned that silver dollars would be redeemed for
the now-more-valuable gold dollars, leaving the government with the
less valuable silver.

26

Virtually nothing was said about enactment

of the Coinage Act until later when advocates of silver cloaked
this quiet adoption with international conspiracy; silverites called
the law the "Crime of '73.n
The following year the vot ers reacted against Republican
rule and the Democrati c Party obtained its first majority since 1861.
Meeting just after the fall elections, the lame duck Republican
majority adopte d a law resuming specie payments in January 1879.

27

A provision in the bill designed to ease the return to
currency redeemable in gold was the subsidiary coinage provision.
Under it, the government could issue silver coins to replace
.
.
l
.
28
f ractional green b ac k sin circu ation .

For the next year Treasury Secretary Benjamin Bristow bought
$8.25 million in silver bullion for minting into subsidiary coins
but refused to issue them.

Once the silver was issued, he feared, it

would be exchanged for the le ss-valuab le greenback and be hoarded
.
29
out o f circu 1 at ·on.

As Congress debated the apparent fail ure of Bristow to follow
its mandate, legislators considered reestablishing silver as a
monetary standard.

On April 24 Senator John Percival Jones of

16

Nevada proposed completely remonetizing silver, that is, accepting
it as backing for United States currency.
nerve in the American psyche of the time.

30

Jones had hit a great
As historian Allen

Weinstein has noted:
Underlying the silver drive's emotional attractiveness
to many Americans of different class backgrounds in
the 1870s lay a more general hostility among many
Americans of varied economic backgrounds toward the
new industrial society, which was changing or had
31
already changed many older economic patterns . . .
For the next two years, Congress argued remonetization of
silver.

The House passed Congressman Eland's bill three times--the

first two to goad the Senate and the third to override a veto by
President Rutherford B. Hayes,

32

The Bland-Allison Act, which finally became law in
February 1878, restored full legal tender status to the 412.5 grain
silver dollar. 33

A total of $2 million in silver could be purchased

each month for coinage.
Five years of depression began to end in 1878 and silverites
and monometalists alike looked forward to the resumption of specie
payments the following January.

When it arrived, resumption day was

met with apprehension, with federal officials fearing a serious drain
on federal gold reserves.

Nothing of the sort materialized and by

the end of the day, if uneventfully, the United States for the first
time in 17 years was backing its obligations in gold.

34

With the return of prosperity, settlers and railroad officials
began looking westward once again.

17

The 1880s
The decade preceding

in Dakota Territory
the formation of the Independent Party

in South Dakota was marked by economic conditions largely adverse to
the farmer.

Af t e r t r ekking to the Dakota Territory with hopes of

prosperity, he soon foun d himself enmeshed in debt and victimized by
big business and especially the railroad.

From this bitter soil--

railroad exp loitation and a scarcity of money to pay his bills--grew
a political movement that wa s to challenge the status quo in South
Dakota dur i ng its first years of existence.

But these perceived

twin evils we re masked at first by economic boom times which
prevailed i n Dakota Territory during the early and middle 1880s.
The r i s e in both populati on and business activity from 1880
to 1885 can be seen in almost any s et of statistics one studies,
The territory 's population more than t r ipled, from 81,781 in 1880 to
248,569 i n 1885 35 and the miles of rail ro a d built almost tripled in
the same half- decade.

In 1880, the territo ry had 547 miles of railroad
36
and in 1885, t he total had risen to 1,564By 1885, just over a
half a million t ons of grain wer e be ing shipped from

the territory.

Towns grew in the terri tory with equal rapidity.

37

For example,

the first load of lumber arrived a t what was to be Hillsboro in
September 1880.

Two months later, t he Traill County town could boast

o~three hundred res i dences, a schoo l, a church, two grain elevators
.
38
and a bank in addition to other businesses.
In a speech he gave i n Septemb er 1 885 to the first
agricultural fair at Huron, Territorial Governor Gilbert Pierce traced
the boom's effect on Beadle County.

I n 1880, he said, there were but

18

three farms and 37 improved acres in the county but five years
later Beadle County claimed 1,823 farms and 135,834 acres of improved
land.

Whereas in 1880 the county had a livestock population of 84,

Governor Pierce noted the population in 1885 exceeded 20,000.

39

The cause of this frontier growth, at least in part,
developed in the aftermath of the panic of 1873.

The depression

immediately following this economic crash, wrote historian Halle
Farmer, "served to call the attention of the discontented once more
to the millions of acres of land available in the west, ,AO

Under the

Homestead Act of 1862, a total of 160 acres was available to anyone
willing to file a claim and farm it.

During the early 1880s, many

of the homestead claims were fil ed in Aberdeen, Mitchell, Huron and
Watertown. 41

In 1883, as Schell has noted, ". . . about 23 percent

of land filings for the entire nation was credited to the region east
of the Missouri and south of the 46th parallel."

42

The economy developing in the territory was spurred by
advancements in farm machinery a nd the growing importance of the
export market.

Large scale production of wheat and corn in Dakota

would have been "impossible" without mechanization, according to
Professor Fred A. Shannon.

43

New farm implements such as the disc

plow and twine binder allowed more and more land to be put under
cultivation by fewer and fewer men.
Advancements in devices for milling also broadened the market
for Dakota's wheat.

After the "invention and perfection•• of two such

devices--the Lacroix purifier and the chilled iron roller--hard spring
.
.
.
44
wheat which previously sold at discount was command ing premium prices.
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As settlers eyed land in the west, so did the railroads.
The westward expansion of the lines had been checked by the panic in
1873 at the borders of Minnesota and Iowa.

But an improvement in

the business climate late in the decade brought railroad men's
attention once more to the west.

In 1877, general manager and later

president of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad
personally inspected the area around Brookings.

Marvin Hughitt

Shortly afterward,

the company began planning to expand its line from Tracy, Minnesota,
to Pierre.

45

To the south, officials of the Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railway were planning to continue their line from Canton
to Chamberlain.

By late 1880, both railroads had reached the

Missouri River, leaving in their wake the developing towns of
Brookings, Huron and Mitchell among several smaller ones.

46

Part of these westward expansion plans involved a massive
advertising campaign to attract settlers to the sparsely populated
territory.

Farmer has written, "Tha Dakota boom was for the most

part due to the efforts of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.

1147

The company distributed pamphlets filled with all manner of hyperbole
about opportunities in Dakota Territory, calling it "Dakota the land
of promise."

The pamphlet continued:

there a more healthful climate . . .

"Nowhere on the continent is
Many persons have come here as

a last resort and instead of dying here become well and strong.

1148

Nothing, of course, was said of the harsh living conditions on the
treeless prairie.
Glowing images of frontier life were distributed in both
European and eastern United States cities by a vast network of agents
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employed by both the railroad companies as well as midwestern
states.

Farmer noted that each state had its own board of

immigration, the Dakota Territory in 1881 resurrecting a board

.
49
it h a d a ban d one d f our years ear 11er.
Even nature lent a hand to the economic boom because by 1880
a wet-weather cycle was two years under way, promising bountiful
harvests to strengthen the territory's economy.
One beneficial result of this publicity was the "rush of
eastern capital into the region1150 which usually ended up as investments in mortgages, municipal bonds or r a ilroad securities.
Territorial Rail road s
Of all the territorial investment oppo rtunities, railroads
offered the most fertile ground.

51

Gr e ater t han almost anything else

on the frontier was the need f or transportation , railways to carry the
burgeoning crop to market and r ai l ways t o carry the necessities of
life back to the farmer.
In its first annual r eport, issued a t the end of 1885, the
Board of Railroad Commissioners for the Terr itory of Dakota said:
The early settlers of the Territory looked forward to the
day that should bring a railroad within their reach, as
marking the commencement of an era i n their lives. The
whistle of the locomotive would be the sweetest music a
resident of the broad prairie of Dakota could hear, and
the mere rumor that a party of ra i lro a d surveyors had
been seen in a particular local ity, was enough to fill
the hearts of every settler with joy, and cause visions
of townsite and county seat speculations to color with
all the beauteous hues of the rainbow his dreams at
night. Nor is it strange. The hardy pioneer who had
left all the comforts and convenience of civilized life
hundreds of miles away, and ventured to erect a claim
shanty on the fertile soil of Dakota, could be pardoned
for being willing to mortgage the home of his choice to
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secure once more communication with the civilized world.

52

Individuals through mortgages and townships and counties
through bond issues invested generously in the railways~

53

With

their support and a favorable economic climate, railroads expanded
rapidly in the territory and carried larger and larger shipments of
grain to markets in Minneapolis, Duluth and Chicago.
Thirty-six months after the commission issued its report,
another 769 miles of track had been laid across the territory with
the largest carrier being the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.

During

the same period, grain shipped over territorial railways increased
79 percent, from 522,070 tons in 1885 to 935,561 in 1888.

54

As the

lines spread westward across Dakota, the increasing volume of grain
was marketed through a growing number of grain elevators.
there were 600 elevators in the state.

By 1890,

55

The development of grain elevators as the major agency through
which the farmer marketed his wheat, combined with railroad
domination over transportation, quickly worked to the detriment of
the producer.

With their need for large shipments of grain, railways

not only provided rebates to favored elevators, but also encouraged
. was tot h eir
. a d vantage. 56
combination among elevators wen
it
h

Before

too long the coalition between railways and elevators produced a
57
market so restri c ted that a number of abuses arose.
Railways
could charge excessive and discriminatory rates and refuse to build
sidings or provide farmers with freight cars to ship their crops at
harvest time.

Elevators could grade grain at a lower quality and

thus offer the farmer less money for it.

But as this market control
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developed, so did agitation to alleviate it.
In the forefront of this protest was the Dakota Farmers'
Alliance, which first appeared in the territory in 1881.

After the

arrival of H. L. Loucks, the alliance took an increasingly activitist
stance, agitating for reform laws before the Legislature and, like
the Grange had done a decade earlier, organized cooperative buying
ventures.

It remained

nonpartisan until 1890, preferring to work

through the Republican Party which had dominated politics since the
organization of the territory in 1861.

A more complete analysis of

alliance activities and its metamorphosis into the Independent Party
will be presented in the next chapter.
In 1883, the territorial legislature at Bismarck enacted a
grain and commission law, which established an agency to establish
grades for grain.

The measure proved ineffective when the

Legislature failed to provide the commission sufficient powers to
.
. .
58
en f orce its
. d ec1s1ons.

Two years later the same agitation produced a nearly as
powerless board of railroad commissioners.

The Legislature granted

it "general supervision of all railroads in the Territory,"

59

and

while it could issue preemptory orders to enforce its decisions,
delays and litigation could slow carrying out its power,

The

commission investigated many complaints leveled by farmers at the
railroads and usually attempted to settle disputes by negotiation.
The power to establish a state schedule of railway rates would have
to

wait until the populists came to power in 1896 and even then

events would favor the railroads.
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In viewing the conditions that brought the railway commission
into being, the agency said in its first report:
The strong desire of our people was to secure railroad
building, and this liberality of feeling was taken
advantage of by the able counsellors and attorneys
of said corporations with the result of placing upon
our statute books as liberal if not the most liberal,
laws ever enacted in any state or Territory in the
Union. . . • Our legislative assembly omitted the
ordinary safeguards against corporate encroachment,
and in their eagerness to secure railroads seem to have
been indig5erent to the terms upon which they were
obtained.
Noting that the legislature that established the commission
had "assembled for the fixed purpose of curbing corporate privileges,1161 the connnission in October 1885 announced a general policy:
railroads, being a public carrier available to everyone, should have
"cars sufficient for the ordinary business of the road.

1162

The

policy struck at one of t h e abuses railroads inflicted on farmers:
refusing freight cars during harvest, when huge shipments
of grain had to be moved quickly to market.
Farmer Complaints
One of the many such complaints recorded in the commission's
annual reports arose in DeSmet, where the 46-member Farmers Shipping
Association was apparently refused freight cars by the Chicago and
Northwestern Railroad. 63

On Nov. 1, 1886, John A. Owen, treasurer of

the group, wrote to I.E. West, connnission secretary, explaining that
while the railroad would provide cars to Milwaukee and Chicago, none
were available to Minneapolis, where, he said, "our wheat . is in great
demand for milling. 1164

Owen also pointed out that Ha car which can
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run to Chicago can run to Minneapolis, the track is the same width,
and it is a hardship that we are so treated."

65

West wrote to General Manager Marvin Hughitt and said the
board "could see no reason" why the farmers were denied cars to :, the
market he [sic] may choose and designate. 1166

Hughitt's assistant,

W. H. Sennett, replied November 10, stating flatly:

I. .know positi_vely

that no discrimination has been practiced against Mr. Owen or his
colleagues at DeSmet."

67

While not discussing why freight cars were apparently being
furnished to Milwaukee and Chicago, Sennett placed the blame for the
ban on travel to Minneapolis to striking switchmen there.

In his

reply, Sennett offered an argument made by other railway officials
when refusal to supply cars was alleged:
Neither the C.&N.W. Ry. Company, nor any other railroad
company, as far as I have any knowledge, have an
inexhaustable [sic] supply of freight cars to draw
upon; and when from any cause its stock of cars is tied
up, · it is utterly impossible to supply the demand of
the shippers.68
In a similar case three years later ~ D.R. Lippett complained
that the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul had refused to stop at
White Rock siding to take grain shipments from farmers.

69

The line,. s

assistant general superintendent, W. G. Collins, told the commission
in an Oct. 11, 1889

letter that since the first of the month, 46

cars had been shipped to White Rock.

Since the line had no agent

at the siding, Collins could not be sure of the situation, but
. d to invest
.
i gate. 70
promise

Later that month, C. C. Walcott of Marimore complained to
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the connnission that "wheat had been laying in elevator [for]
day" and that he had been unable to obtain the needed cars.

thirty

71

The

commission notified the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Company
and on October 29 W. P. Clough, the firm's second vice president,
replied, "Walcott will be supplied; no one 1is bein~ discriminated
against."

72

The commission also heard complaints of refusals by railroad
companies to build sidings.

As with refusals to supply cars, this

type of railroad abuse was often practiced against independent grain
elevators which were likely to be in competition with railroad
supported grain elevators.

Such a case, described as "probably the

most important case coming before the commission,n

73

dealt with an

apparent refusal by the St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railroad
to build first a warehouse and then a siding near Lidgerwood.

After

first being refused permission to build a warehouse on the companyts
right of way, the Farmers' Elevator Company of Lidgerwood built one a
short distance away and applied for a siding to it,

The company again

refused, although specifically directed by the railroad commission
act to allow such sidings.

After several requests went unanswered,

the commission ordered the si di ng b ui·1 t. 74
The territorial attorney general went to the railroad•s
main office in St. Paul to settle the matter while the Farmers'·
Elevator Company ordered the track switching equipment to install
the siding, with or without permission.

On November 3, when the

equipment arrived!
r

,

complainant (_the Farmers" Elevator CompanyJ proceeded
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to cut the respondent's track and make the connection,
which was completed at dark on the evening of the 3rd,
but no sooner was it completed than the employees of
said railway tore it out and closed the gap in said
tracks. 75
After this incident, the conmrlssion lost jurisdiction when
North Dakota became a state; Lidgerwood being in North Dakota, the
case was transferred to the railroad connnission there.
Another case of this sort arose in Webster in September
1886 when farmers who had built a mill discovered that the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad was not planning to build a siding
to it.

76

In buying the land where the mill was built, connnission

secretary West told Roswell Miller, the railroad's general manager,
the farmers were assured by the company•s agent that the mill would
be connected to the main line by a siding.

In his reply about three

weeks later, Miller used a peculiar form of reasoning.

While denying

any promise to construct a side track when the property was sold, he
said he had already contracted to have grading done in preparation
.

f or construct i ng t h es id ing.

77

The commission also negotiated cases of discriminatory rates,
such as one that began in Henry in October 1889.

78

Coal was being

transported by the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad from Duluth to
Watertown for $3. a ton, but the commission's report noted "the rate
.
f urther west, was $4 • a ton, "79
on the same coal to Henry, 18 miles
Residents of Henry would buy coal in Watertown and haul it home by
wagon so that, as connnission secretary J. L. Robinson wrote General
Manager Hugitt, "by reason of your excessive rate you are deprived
of a large amount of carrying; for with a reasonable rate from Duluth
.
d.
to Henry you would get the hau1 f or t h e entire
istance. ~180
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Hughitt nat once" granted the Watertown rate, Rob.inson wrote. 81
In considering the efficacy of the territorial railroad
commiss.ion, its congratulatory self-appraisals must be viewed along
with the farmers' protest.

When one realizes that a major political

movement was taking form, largely in reaction to abuses of the
railroads, the extent of the cormnission's success is certainly open
to question .

The commission was criticized for its riding in special

cars with_ railroad officials on inspection tours.

These accommodations

were necessary, the board argued in its first report in 1885, so it
could carry out its work.

" In very many ins t ances," the report stated,

"the Division Superintendents gave orders on the spot for the prompt
carrying out of recommendations of the Board. 11 82
Earlier in that report, the commis s i on noted~
The fact that these corporations [the railroads] had
invested millions of do l lars in Dako ta; that they had
constructed nearly t hree t housand mi l es of track in
the Territory in advance of t he settlement of the
country; that they had carried t h e homesteader with
his household goods and gods to his n ew home, at
much less the actual cost of train servi ce • . .
all was forgotten and a feelin g of distrust and
almost downright hostility became common. 83
All this mattered little to the producer, for as Farmer has
pointed out:

"The Dakota farmer claimed that, when freight rates

ab.sorbed one-half of the price of his oats and one-,-third of the price
of his wheat, it was prima facie evidence t h at the rates were too
. h • 1184
h 1.g

Nevertheless in its 1888 report, two years before the farmers'
protest crystalized into the Independent Party, the commission said
that during the two previous years " over 500 complaints have been
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considered and, with very few exceptions, the cases have bee.n
satisfactorily adjusted.~ 85
Cases such as thesel perhaps, hint at the general decline in
the farmers' economic status.

Even near the height of the boom

period, in 1884, some farmers in the territory complained that the
cost of wheat exceeded its selling price by twenty percent. 86
Economic Decline
As well as railroad and_ grain elevator control over the
agricultural market in the territory, overproduction, falling prices
and rising expenses added to the farmers' economic woes.

These

conditions nnot only narrowed the margin of profit for Dakota wheat
farmers, but also made it difficult for them to meet the heavy
financial obligations assumed so lightly during the boom,"

87

A study in 1893 by the U.S. Department of Agriculture indicated
that it cost Dakota farmers more per acre to produce corn and wheat
than they were able to sell the crops for.

While it cost farmers

in the territory $8.57 to produce an acre of wheat, the grain sold
for $5.93.

The cost of producing an acre of corn showed even greater

disparity, costing $8,89 an acre and selling for $5.93.

88

One expense which rose relentlessly during the 1880s in
Dakota Territory was the tax farmers had to pay on their land.
Property assessments, upon which the tax was based, rose an average
of 27.36 percent a year for the eleven years between 1879 and 1890.
Even a static or slightly rising mill rate would mean an -e ver larger
tax bill for the farmer.

89
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During much of the 1880s

the output of wheat from the

territory nevertheless increased, hitting a peak of 52,406,000
bushels in 1887.

90

But during that year a drought occurred,

triggering a widespread crop failure and signaling the end of the
. b oom . 91
economic

Dakota farmers also had to contend with a bitterly

cold winter in 1887-1888, which killed thousands of cattle,9 2 and
a severe frost in 1888 which devastated the wheat crop. 93

Indeed,

in 1888 the output of territorial wheat had fallen to 38,036,000
bushels, beginning a decline that lasted well in to the 1890 s.
B.y 1887

94

it became apparent, as Farmer has written, that

prosperity of the period was a prosperity based on credit." 95

11

the

The

news of investment frauds, which became cormnonplace in the
speculative mania of the 1880s, was reaching eastern money markets
and credit available in the territory began drying up.

The farmer

found it increasingly difficult to secure funds through real estate
mortgages, so he turned to chattel mortgages, "securing such money
as he could upon his livestock and farm machinery.

1196

By 1890,

the per capita indebtedness in Dakota was $110 and, on the average,
mortgages equalled 23.84 percent of the total value of territorial
farms. 97
Another measure of the increasingly difficult times faced by
farmers was the growing amount of taxes not paid.

By 1891, delinquent

taxes totaled $49,540.19; four years later the total had risen to more
than a quarter of a million dollars.

98

In fact, many families in Dakota were prevented from leaving
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when their crops failed because their "horses and wagons were mortgaged
and could not be taken from the state.n
pointed out:

99

As Farmer has succinctly

"It was only after 1887, when the interest payments were

hard to meet and the foreclosures began, that the West realized how
great w:as the hurden it assumed."lOO
While farmers were struggling to meet mortgage and tax
payments, railroads were able to legally avoid a large part of their
own taxes.

Under territorial laws, railroads paid taxes on a system

of gross earnings rathe r than on the valuation of their property.

In

1888, the territorial auditor reported that railroads had paid
$104,167.82 in taxes under the gross earnings system in 1887.lOl
Had railroad taxes had been based on property values, like all other
property in the territory, the tax bill would have been $1,075,000, a
difference of more than $970,000 .

102

The auditor called for a repeal of the gross earnings tax
system, saying, "it is practically an exemption of all railroad
property from taxation and worthless as a mean s of raising the public
revenue. 11103
In conclusion, he noted, "Lightening the burden upon one
class of property serves to increase it upon another, thereby
producing unequal taxation, which is the principal cause of complaint
relative to the revenue 1 aws.

11104

As the farmers' condition worsened year after year, he looked
around for causes, and they were not hard to find:

the railroads

-·

and financiers who controlled the amount of money circulating in the
territory.
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In the February 23, 1889 issue of the Dakota Ruralist, E.W.
Shulz, a member of t he Dakota Farmers' Alliance, wrote:
If we can get a foot hold in controlling the circulating
medium of Dakota, we draw the knife across the main
artery o f financial manipulations and start the life
blood of comb ines and trusts to oozing out . • • 105

And in the May 4, 1889 issue an article commenting on
legislation designed t o tighten railroad regulation which had been
defeated i n the territ orial legislature noted:
There is no longer the slightest doubt that we have
the righ.t and the power to regulate and control the
railroads in their management. In the case in point,
we simply say that where rates are unjust or unreasonable,
the commission shall have t he power, etc. When the
railroads object to this, t hey admit that they are
charg i ng unjust or unreasonable rates. They condemn
themselves. They stand i n the way of justice and reason,
and must be brushed aside, or the car of progress will
run over them.106
Dur i n g the next few years man y were driven from Dakota by the
harsh conditions ; an estimated 26 coun ties lost 30,000 people during
107
the 1890s. .

Some farmers, howeve r, chose to stay and fight.
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CHAPTER III
ALLIANCE YEARS

Early Life

Henry Langford Loucks was born May 24, 1846, in Russell,
Ontario, the third of a dozen children of William and Anne Loucks.
His mother was born in a village near Belfast, Ireland, and made the
long voyage to Ontario where she met William Loucks and married him
in August of 1841.

1

Henry Loucks received his early schooling in Ottawa, about
25 miles west of his native Russell.

2

At nineteen, he journeyed

southwest into Michigan where he spent two years as a "contractor in
the lumber trade".

3

At 21, he returned to Hull, just north of Ottawa,

to enter "the merchandising business."

4

He remained in this line of

work for the next dozen years.
Just two days before his 32nd birthday in 1878, Loucks married
20-year-old Florence Isabel Mccraney, daughter of the Hon. William
. .
p ·1 ·
Mccraney, a member o f the Dominion
ar iament. 5

The first of their

seven children, Winnifred Geraldine Loucks, was born the following
year in Hull.

6

By the time their second child, William Mccraney Loucks, was
born in November 1881, the Loucks family was about to leave for the
American West.

They moved to Elgin, Illinois,staying there for about
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four months before moving on to Jefferson City, Missouri.

It was

here that Loucks, the man who would later organize Dakota farmers
against railroads and monopolies, worked to construct the Chicago &
Alton Railroad line.

7

While in Jefferson City, his third child, Perry

Franklin Loucks, was born.
In the spring of 1884

Loucks, his wife and their three

small children arrived in Clear Lake, Dakota Territory.

8

He took a

homestead claim and opened a farm of two sections.
Dakota Farmers Organize
Loucks was part of the great wave of migrants which tripled
the territory's population in the first half of the 1880s.

He

apparently had no fixed political beliefs when he arrived in Dakota
9
. d t o approac h every sub Jee
·
t wi· th an open min
· d . "·
an d " aime
Prosperity seemed omniscient in those days, although it would
turn out to be more apparent than real.

Railroads were swiftly

crossing the territory and new towns were appearing rapidly.

A

steady flow of capital from the East helped farmers obtain new
machinery and put more and more acres under cultivation, expanding the
territory's output of crops, especially wheat.

But the burgeoning

agricultural market was heavily dependent on railways and grain
elevators, which often worked in tandem against the farmers' interest.
Even as the boo

was hitting its peak, troubles began to emerge.

10

In Chicago the editor of the Western Rural, Milton George,
had been denouncing railroads as

11

discriminatory and a menace to the

nation," and to fight back, he organized what became known as the
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National Farmers' Alliance.

11

In February 1881, less than a year

after Geroge's association was founded, farmers in Yankton County
obtained a charter for the first alliance in Dakota Territory.

12

Spurred by a drop in wheat prices in 1884, the number of territorial
alliances grew and mass meetings in Clark, Huron, Mellette and Redfield were soon denouncing railroads and demanding their regulation.

13

Loucks joined the ranks of discontented farmers in the fall
of 1884 when he organized a farmers' club in Clear Lake.

14

Although

ostensibly the group was formed to share ideas on farming, the purpose
was probably more political than agricultural.

15

At any rate, the

gatherings grew so popular that three more clubs were soon founded in
Deuel County.
Farmers had already turned to politics by the time Loucks
arrived in Dakota.

In the elections of 1884, farmerst tickets

appeared "whenever local Republican machines rejected demands that
they run f~rmer candidates."

16

The territorial legislature resulting

from these elections, which convened in Bismarck in January 1885, was
the first in which farmers were able to exert enough political strength
17
. fl uence 1 egis
. 1 ation.
.
to in

A territorial railroad commission was

created, although the vigorous opposition of "the railroad lobby at
Bismarck"lS left the new agency without any power to establish freight
rates.
A month after the legislature convened, in February 1885,
alliance delegates from 11 counties in Dakota gathered in Huron to ~ orm
the Dakota Farmers' Alliance,

19

affiliating with George's Northern
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Farmers' Alliance.

The movement g~ew rapidly; by mid-summer the

number of local alliances in the. territory had tripled.

20

During this period in the South, a completely separate
farmers' movement, which would soon affect Dakota, was stirring.

From

beginnings in Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas, a regional association
which would eventually be called the National Farmers' Alliance and
Industrial Union began to emerge.

C.

w.

21

Men like newspaper editors

Macune of Texas and L. L. Polk of North Carolina denounced

conditions in which farmers found themselve s .

Like the earlier

Granger movement, and unlike the Northern Farmers' Alliance the
membership of this southern assoc i ation was s e cret.

Not only was the

Dakota Farmers' Alliance to later affi lia t e with this southern
group, Loucks would be elected its president .
Alliance Pr esident
After the Deuel County farmers' club s began, Loucks became
increasingly active in the alliance.

J us t over a year after these

first clubs were formed, in January 1886, a convention at Aberdeen
.
. 1 a 11 iance,
·
unanimously chose Loucks president o f t h e t err1tor1a

22

As Edwin C. Torrey has noted in Early Days in Dakota:
Up to this time he 1Loucks] had no more than a local
acquaintance, but having accepted the presidency he
applied himself to the study of general conditions
and the duties of his office and in a few years was
known a one of the most persuasive speakers the
state had produced. Feeling the touch of a master
hand, the machinery of the alliance began to speed
up.23
Loucks turned his attention to the rates being charged by
territorial railway companies, perhaps the major grievance among
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farmers.

He saw an interview with Capt. Alex Griggs, a member

of the territorial railway commission, in a St. Paul newspaper and
thought Griggs• views "too solicitous for the welfare of the roads,
and too passive concerning the condition and needs of the settlers," 24
He addressed an open letter to the commissioners which attracted
more attention for the alliance after being given ample coverage in
the territorial press~

25

Eventually Loucks was able to win a small

victory over the railways--the reduction by six cents per hundredweight of grain rates along the eastern edge of the territory.

26

As a sequel of his successful bout with the commission
and the roads, his [Loucks~ mail increased to enormous
proportions. He was accustomed to drive a team on his
farm during the day, and then sit up a large part of
the night to attend to his correspondence. He was
working without salary as president of the alliance,
and paying his own expenses. 27
In July of 1886, Loucks called a special convention of the
alliance at Aberdeen where the feeling against railroads and those
who controlled the currency remained strong,

Delegates passed

resolutions demanding lower freight and passenger rates and lower
interest for mortgages and loans as well as the election of railroad
•

co mmi ssioners.

28

Politically, however, the farmers did not fare well

in the elections of that year--only 13 alliance men were elected to
the territorial legislature and "no significant reform bills were
d
seriously considere.

1129

From its origin however, the National Farmers' Alliance and
its member alliances were nonpartisan politically, choosing to work
through the dominant political party.

Much of the alliance activity

nationally was directed at economic betterment of the farmer and in
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the Dakota Farmers' Alli ance, "cooperation in marketing and
.
.
·
.,JO
s h 1pp1ng
was one o f 1. t s ca r d.ina 1 d oc trines.
·

Dakota alliance men

began limit ed ventures in cooperat ive hail i nsurance and cooperative
buying, where farmers wo ul d pay premiums to a n association of farmers
for insurance and be able t o obtain reduced prices on farm machinery.
These effor ts culminated in June 1887 when the all iance organized
a $200,000 stock corporation .

31

During a co nvention at Aberdeen over

which Loucks presided, alliance delega tes pondered f orming the
corporation.
I t was shown that through the territoria l purchasing
depa rtment [of the alliance] more than a quarter of
a million dollars was saved to alliance memb ers and
through them [sic] prices had been red uced 25% on
mach i n ery and that all farme rs had the advantage of
this wh ether members of the alliance or not . 32
I n th e end, alliance delegates decided to fo r m the Dakota
Farmers' Alliance Company to provid e members with farm machinery at
lower p r ices and then offer loans "at greatly re duced ra t e s o f
interest. 113 3

Geo rge G. Crose of LaMoure was chosen as i ts president.

Delegates also decided to expand the allian ce's insurance
business to inc lude protect ion against fire and cyclones as well as
h ai·1 . 34

As Dr. Herbe r t S. Schell has not ed , the all iance "was a

pioneer in the field of cooperative insuran ce and s aw i ts system of
.

life insurance copied by other state alliances,

1135

As the fa rme r s ' activities quickened and al liance membership
swelled, the leade r ship of the movement fell upon several men,

In

addition to Louck s an d Cr ose was Alonzo Wardell of Milbank, who had
been among t he f o unders of the Territorial Board of Agriculture in
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1885 and a director of the Dakota Horticultural Society the following
year.

36

He had become the alliance's business manager and would

later be the farmers' candidate for U.S. Senate.

He and Loucks

would remain close friends for several years.
Other leaders included J. W. Harden, whose unsuccessful
candidacy for Congress in 1888 would quicken the alliance's tilt
toward partisan politics; J. R. Lowe,

also a director of the Dakota

Horticultural Society and later associate editor of the Dakota
Ruralist; and Z. D. Scott, the alliance secretary

who argued

monetary policy in the Dakota Ruralist.
Birth of the Dakota Ruralist
While alliance ventures in cooperative buying and insurance
aided the farmers, the assistance was more financial than political.
The metamorphosis from nonpartisan interest group to political party,
this writer believes, took an important step forwa rd in September
1887 with the founding of the Dakota Ruralist.

37

Essentially a

journal of farm news at first, the Ruralist came to Dakota alliance
men with the payment of their dues.

It was assembled in an office in

Aberdeen and published every Wednesday, mixing agricultural news
with laudatory articles on alliance members' involvement in
territorial politics.
The Ruralist had a four-column format with a picturesque page
one flag (see Appendix A).

Headlines tended to be labels and only a

bit larger than body type.

Perhaps to underscore its agricultural

orientation, early issues of the Ruralist often featured large sketches
of prize-winning horses, cattle and other farm animals on page one.
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These would disappear in subsequent issues as the Ruralist moved
toward advocacy of the Independent Party,

It was at first "edited

by members of the alliance," and along with mentioning Loucks and
other alliance directors on page two, listed Crose, president of the
Dakota Farmers' Alliance Company, as its editor.

38

The idea of

forming the newspaper was apparently suggested by a J.C. McNamina,
who became one of its first owners.

Also involved in the paper's

founding was George Schlosser, who became its first business manager.

39

The relationship of Loucks to the Ruralist in this early
period is unclear.

Several of Loucks' letters appeared during late

1888 and early 1889 and he was sometimes mentioned in the paper's news
columns.

Beginning in the spring of 1889 the Ruralist listed both

Loucks and Crose as editors.

On page two, a logo read:

Department--Edited by members of the alliance."

"Alliance

Below was listed the

names of Crose as editor and Schlosser as business manager.
four, however, another logo appeared stating
H. L. Loucks, Edi tor."

11

On page

Alliance Department,
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Since Crose was also president of the alliance's buying
company at the time and Loucks was alliance president, it is possible
the paper was at least a joint effort among men whose energies ran in
several directions.

The Ruralist was an alliance paper and it is

probable that Lo ucks exercised control over its editorial content.
Alliance members supported the venture, voting at a convention in
July 1889:
That as the Dakota Ruralist is the official paper of
the Dakota Farmers' Alliance that we will give our
financial support to it by subscribing and using our
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best endeavors to get others to subscribe for it.
Be it further,
Resolved, that we will not support any paper that
is not in sympathy with the alliance movement and
will not give it its friendly support.41
E. B. Cummings was editor from early 1890 until July 1891,
when Loucks took over.

42

The paper continued to list Loucks as

editor for at least the next four years.
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The Ruralist apparently had no legal status until March 10,
1890, when incorporation papers were filed with the South Dakota
Secretary of State to form the Alliance Publishing Company.

The

seven directors were Loucks, Wardell, Crose, Cummings, Sophia M.
Harden, S. D. Cooley and C. V. Gardner.
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Cooley was named company

president.
According to the papers, the "object of this Association shall
be to transact a general printing, publishing and stationery business.
The offic~s had been moved from Aberdeen to Huron.
The Jan. 10, 1891, issue of the Ruralist announced the change
in ownership and location,praising Wardell for "managing" the move and
Cooley for the "constant and careful assistance that he has given to
the finances of the company.

1146

The notice also gave the only

circulation figures able to be uncovered by this author, listing the
number of subscribers at the end of 1890 as 13,000.

47

Throughout its existence the Ruralist, like the farmers'
movement itself, underwent profound changes.

The Sept. 26, 1888,

issue carried the slogan :'Farm, Stock and Home" under its distinctive
page one flag and on page four ran a statement of the paper's purpose:

1145
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The Dakota Ruralist is devoted to the Farm., Home
and Live Stock interests of Dakota and the Northwest and its aim will always be to promote
prosper ity on the Farm, happiness in the Home and
improvement in Live Stock, believing thes-e to be
three of the great elements in the upbuilding of
our Western Civilization.
It will aim to be a
famil y pape r in the full sense of the word and on
each weekly visit will contain something that will
interest each member of the family, 48
Early issues of the paper were largely devoted to farm issues
and politics , though present, was kept to a minimum.

The entire front

page of the Sept. 26, 1888 , issue, for example, was devoted to an
address on the "Science of Breeding" given to a farmers' institute
in Mitchell.

49

The inside pages were frequently filled with farm

news, including some very practical advice on "curing a horse of the
habit of kicking.

1150

There were columns on "poultry notes," "dairy

notes" and a list of rec e nt l y given cattle awards.
The newspaper al s o provided a channel of communication among
subscribing farmers, allowing them to exchange tips on farming and
to argue over currency and monopoly questions.

Farmers offered

.
.
51 t·imot h y grass 52 or
personal experiences in growing
strawb erries,
trees. 53

In February

1889 one farmer wrote the Ruralist seeking

information on "the way starch is made from po tatoes," and the
Ruralist replied:
We do not have the detailed information which you
seem to want, at hand. Most likely some of the
Ruralist readers can furnish it. 54
Other farmers argued monetary policy and the evils being
wrought upon them by monopolies.

In the Nov. 24, 1888, issue, for

example, S. H, Goodfellow argued that not enough money was in

48

circulation .

He called f or a more elastic currency, where the

amount of money in circulation would expand and contract to meet
the needs of farmer s and bus i nesses.

55

Wh en al liance secretar y Z. D. Scott argued that the value of
money was established by the government, all i ance member E.W. Shulz
disagreed.

. is put upon

"Th e value of money, " Schulz wrote, "

by the co rsair s of human greed a nd not by Congress as I understand
it." 56

Th ese " corsairs " controlled th e interest rates at which money

was lent, he char ged , effectively cont rolling the money's value.

A

few weeks later the discus sion co ntinued when another alliance member
wrote Schulz:

"I have been anxio usly awa i ting for a fuller

development of your ba

ing system, I am not clear concerning it.

1157

Along with l r.a tt ers and farmi ng columns, the Ruralist carried
news o f t he alli ance's ir,volvement in politic s.

One of several

short it ems appearin g du r .·ng t he campaign of 1888 stated :
Several legisla tive conventions will be held this
week, and the p rospects are that in mo st i nstances
the farme rs will win . A little energy on the part
of every alliance man will secure a legislature for
nex t winter t ha t we can depend upon to make some
corrective legislation and right some of the unjust laws
und er which we now l ive.58
By t he start of 1891, the Ruralist was devoting extensive
space to legi s lative coverage, sometimes fil ling entire pages with
lists of bills t ha t had been approved or rejected .

The amount of

farm news had declined and the paper was billing i t self the
"Official Organ of t he Farmers ' Alliance and Industrial Union of
Both Dakotas. " 59

The entire front page of the Jan . 10, 1891, issue,
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for example, consist ed of three long letters:

one on prison reform,

one on schoo l text books and one on "The Insane Hospital" at Yankton.

60

Growing Activism
In pressing thei r grievances politically in 1888, the
farmers we re taking on a formid able foe:

a Republican Party that had

dominated pol itics since Dakota Territory was organized in 1861.

61

In the 28 yea rs of territ orial rule, "a specific and distinct element
of the popula tion had deve loped the technique of controlling local
government fo r its be.nefit alone.

1162

During the 1880 s

territorial

officials appo inted i n Washington , D.C., and Dakotans fighting for
statehood, as Yale hist orian Howard R. Lamar pointed out, were bitter
enemies although for thE· mo st part Republicans.
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It would be the

leaders of thi s par ty--rotably Art hur C. Mellette, first governor of
South Dako ta, Richar d "F. Pettigrew and Gideon C. Moody--who would
oppose th e alli ance as it ~oved closer to parti san politics.
could see littl e

veracity

They

in the farmers' grievances and as Professor

Lamar noted:
Mellette's co rrespondence af ter 1888 dealt with little
else but the problem of controlling the farmers, and
it is damaging re·velation of the small vision of these
men that they were never once prepared to grant that
the farmer had a right to ente r the polit ical forum as
an equal . Their chief reaction was anger; their
constant quest ion was: what i s their pric e? Only
a few saw the situation in the la rger sense as a social
and econ omic p roblem cre ated by na tional and international
rather than by local factors, and thes e few did not
control the party. 64
The drought in Dakota Territory in 1887 and the worsening
economic climate helped bring the alliance a few victories.

In 1888,

alliance men managed to control Democratic and Republican party
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conventions in eight counties.

In hopes of mollifying the

insurgents, the Republicans adopted a platform calling for the
reduction of railroad rates and a more equal system of taxation.

65

That year the Democrats nominated J. W. Harden, second
vice president of the alliance, for territorial delegate in
Congress.
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The alliance took an expected, but unofficial, interest

in Harden's candidacy.

Loucks and Crose actively campaigned for

him because his Republican opponent's record "'had been antagonistic
to the intere st of the farmers.

,,6 7

Loucks was soon the target of Republican invective.

He was

not without his defenders, however, as seen by one letter in the
Ruralist:
. . . of late the Republican press have been loading
their [sic] guns from the political cesspools and
aiming at Presi dent Loucks because he refuses to
be whipped into line.
President Loucks takes
exceptions to the Watertown [Republican party
convention~ because of their [sic] refusal to
place a man on the platform that [sic] is in
harmony with it.
I would ask where the boasted
platform of the Republi can party would have been
for such men as Presi dent Loucks and Vice President
Harden and many other reformers who for several years
have been sowing the seed of reform. 68
Loucks' Campaign Letter, October 1888
During the campaign of 1888, Loucks discussed engaging the
Dakota Farmers' Alliance in partisan politics, though obliquely,
because it was a step opposed by many alliance men.

In a lengthy

letter to the Ruralist on Oct. 24, 1888, he not only discussed such
a move but offered some of his ideas on public finance.
He asked rhetorically if his personal activism was "an attempt
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to drag the alliance into politics and if so, is it right?n
Alliance men who thought it was not a proper course of action were
referred to the constitution of the National Farmers' Alliance and
the Dakota Farmers' Alliance.

The section of the national constitution

cited by Loucks not ed the group's purpose was nto unite the farmers for
the promotion of their interests, socially, politically and financially."
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In Arti cle I of the state constitution, Loucks found:

The object of this org~nization shall be to unite
the farmers of Dako ta for their protection against
class legislation, and the encroachments of
concentrated capital , and the tyranny of monopoly.
To oppo se in our respec tive political parties THE
ELECTION OF ANY CANDIDATE TO OFFICE, COUNTY
TERRITORIAL OR NATI ONAL, WHO IS NOT THOROUGHLY
IN SYMPATHY WITH THE FARMERS' INTEREST. The demand
that the existing politi cal parties shall nominate
farmers or those who are in sympathy with them,
for all of fices in the gi ft of the people, and
to do anything in a legitimate manner that may
serve to benefit the producer. 71
Loucks recalled h i s address to the annual alliance meeting
the preceding year, where he recommended ''appointment of an advisory
campaign commit tee whose duty it would be to see that every
legislative district was thoroughly organized."
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The committees

would present the all iance demands to both political parties and ask
that they call party nominating conventions before Sept. 15, 1888.
Should the parties refuse, "we can safely count that they ignore us
and must act ac c ordingly. 1173

In a vague passage, probably understood

nonetheless by alliance men, Loucks continued:
Where each party nominate men in whom we have
confidence, then support the nominees of our
party. Where either party fails to make
satisfactory nominations and the other one does,

I
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we should support their nominees,
If neither
party calls conventions, or makes satisfactory
nominat i ons, then it will be our plain duty to .
call conventions, nominate independent
candidates and elect them.
In brief, we
must place principle before party and acquit
ourselves like men.74
Though o blique, the inference of the passage seems nonetheless
clear:

suppor t Democrat Harden, a friend of the farmer over

Republican G. W. Mathews, whose voting record in the territorial
legislature h as not f avored farmers.

While Loucks at one level was

merely offerin g campaign assistance to a fellow alliance leader, he
was weaving a mo r e p rofound t h eme that would be used again to
generate support for organizing a third party:
over party.

support principle

If a party's candidate has not been a friend to the

farmer, that candidate does not deserve the farmers'· support.
closed his letter by saying "Remember our motto:
before party and men above platforms."

Loucks

We place principles
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Irt the same letter, Loucks discussed an economic idea of his
to which he would return again and again, stating:
A great deal of fun has been made of my proposition
that the United States should lend their [sic]
enormous idle surplus to the farmers, secured on
their land, for 2 or 3 percent per annum, instead
of loaning it to the national banks for nothing.76
Loucks argued that through high tariff rates, the government
had built up a

uge surplus in the U.S. Treasury.

distribution being advocated:

Three methods of

paying on the national debt, which

would enrich the bondholders, loaning it to national banks without _.
interest, or as Republican James Blaine had suggested, distributing
it for the relief of "the poor, the loyal, the suffering and the
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starving among the Union soldiers."
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Noting that there were m,any former Union soldiers farming
in Dakota, Loucks argued that some of the surplus should be loaned
to them:
Already our farmers are appealing to the outside
public for help. Could they borrow a part of that
surplus, giving security on their lands, they would
gladly pay a reasonable rate of interest and they
would be enabled to tide over and re-main to build
up our territory.
There are times when the government should come to
the rescue. Now, the question to be considered is,
should the government be called upon to aid any
class o f the people? On general principles I say
no. But what do we find as the present state of
affairs? We find that the government has for many
years legislated in the interest of three classes,
viz: the manufacturer to whom we annually pay an
immense tribute as a bonus to aid them in their
business; the bondholders, who loaned us in a
depreciated currency and receive their pay in
gold . . . ; and the national banks, t9 whom we
loan an immense sum free of interest. 8
Harden was beaten by nearly 20,000 votes on election day
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and there were fears of a split in the Dakota Farmers' Alliance along
partisan political lines.

A few weeks after the election, the Ruralist

urged alliance men not to give solace to their enemies by quarreling
among themselves, noting:
There is utmost harmony among all elements of the
farmers' movement as to all matters properly covered
by that movement; and that the warmest friendship exists
between [sicJ those who have worked so faithfully for
the results now in sight . . . Some of them like H. L.
Loucks have contributed largely of their time and money
to the result. Loucks may be said to be the Powderly
of the alliance movement in Dakota. Stand by your
faithful honest servants and your alliance movement
will continue successful.80
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In December the alliance met in Jamestown for its annual
convention and took another small step toward independent political
action.

Delegates from Alliance 701 introduced a resolution

"protesting against the political interference of alliance officials."
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The resolution "was evidently intended as a rebuke to President Loucks
and was evidently by him so regarded .

1
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Loucks accepted the

challenge, stating that any opposition to political activism should
be cleared up right then and there.

After a long discussion of

whether partisan activities by leaders of non-partisan groups give
the group a "partisan coloring in the estimation of the outs.i de world."
the resolution was tabled.
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While historian George W. Kingsbury noted

that after the motion was tabled "it was evident that the safest road
for the alliance to travel was the middle of the road,n
have been the case.
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such may not

A chal l en ge to Loucks' political activism had been

made and turned aside; it c o uld onl y serve to strengthen his position
and cheer his followers who sought a third party.
Pyrrhic Victory
Farmers made gains in the election of 1888, but they were not
able to turn their electoral mandate into effective legislation.
Alliance-backed

candidates won 28 of 48 seats in the territorial

house and seven of 24 seats in the council (the upper house).

They

were able to dictate selection of the council president and speaker of
the house.
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Despite their numerical superiority in the lower house and -·
their strategic influence in the council, alliance legislators tended
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to suffer some embarrassing setbacks.

On Jan. 17, 1889, for

example, a resolution to appoint a legislative cormnittee to study
the Alliance platform adopted at Jamestown the year previous was
defeated on a vote of 24 to 24.
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A few weeks later a tie vote of

23 to 23 in the house killed a resolution "inviting H. L. Loucks to
address its members."
Polit ical
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n aivete,

forceful lobbying by the railroad

interests and lack of leadership are all possible explanations for
the performance of alliance legislators.

Near the end of the session,

alliance business manager Alonzo Wardell visited Bismarck and commented
on pending business.

While he praised the council for enacting

prohibition legislation, he decried the defeat of the equal taxation
bill, noting:
there are some unaccountable things in
this world, and this is one. There is a strong
pressure brought to bear on our members all the
t~me.
The hotels are full of lobbyists all the
88
time.
The Ruralist itself questioned the lack of leadership
among alliance legislators, stating shortly after the legislature
convened:
There is trouble ahead and all for the want of
a recognized leader _[among alliance legislators].
President Loucks should spend two or three weeks
of his time at the Capitol. Just at this time
his presence would be of untold value. 8 9
In mid-February, a strongly worded article by alliance
secretary C. A. Soderburg decried the "Unfaithful Members" of the
alliance at Bismarck.

He said that not only had "the bankers and
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lawyers:' voted against a bill on mortgage taxation but they were
joined by
. some of the best and most enthusiastic
supporters of the alliance, thus placing themselves
squarely against our platform and resolutions.
Perhaps personal pledges made by candidates before
election amount to nothing as said pledges are
willfully violated every day by men whose chosen
calling in life are not spent between the plow
handles Isic] , but pledged their word of honor
to legislate for a majority instead of a minority
of their constituents.~O
As the legislature began its penultimate week in session, the
Ruralist opined:
The farmers lack a leader. They have many
brilliant men among their number but none of
them feel their ability quite equal to the
emergency. When it comes to voting, however,
we observed that they generally got there
on the right side.9 1
Farmers were able to enact some reform legislation, such as
new corporate tax laws, needed loans for seed wheat and "mediocre:,
revisions to the railroad commission law enacted four years earlier.
Meager though their accomplishments may have been, the alliance
legislators' presence as a legislative bloc served a more symbolic
purpose:

foreshadowing the "entrance into the political field"

. own po 1 itica
· . 1 party. 93
o f Dakota farmers serving un d er t h eir

Forma-

tion of South Dakota's populist party from the alliance ranks was a
little over a year away.
During this period Loucks had become involved in a seldomattempted experiment in terminal grain marketing.

By establishing a

grain elevator at the point where crops were sold either to mills or
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for shipment abroad, farmers could market their grain -more
profitably.

Professor Paul R. Fossum has pointed out that such

cooperative ventures, though most were short-lived, aimed to break
the control over agricultural marketing exercised by the railroads
and their aligned grain elevators.
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Sometime during late 1888 or early 1889 Loucks and his entire
family·, now compris ing three young daughters and two young sons,
moved to Minneapolis.

Once there he preceded to establish the

Scandinavian Elevator Company.

Loucks was blackballed by the

Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the plan untimately failed.
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The measure was heartily endorsed in the pages of the
Ruralist.

In February

1889, Walt er Muir, the alliance lecturer who

would be prominent in North Dakota populism, discussed "The Monopoly
Curse" and how the elevator company would combat it,
. . . Farmers of Dakota, this [the growth of the
wheat monopoly] is a gigantic move against your
prosperity as wheat growers and you can depend
upon feeling the iron hand of this gigan tic
monopoly at your financial throats in the near
future.
If our wheat market is almost a closed
market today, what can we expect when confronted
with a combination so great that it can practically
control the price of every bushel of wheat . . .
sold in the Northwest and can make a market to suit
themselves .
. . . It is now clearly our duty to join with the
Scandinavian Elevator Company and force our way
through this monopoly to the sea. President Loucks
holds the fort, let us rally to his support by each
taking out one or more shares of stock and thereby
enable him to build elevators at terminal points and
ship our wheat through that line and so reach the
markets of the World outside of the ring. 9 7
Charges of malfeasance were made against Loucks and he
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answered them bluntly.

In April 1889 1 Loucks replied to charges

apparently made by the editor of the Dakota Farmer that Loucks
had enriched himself through the elevator company.

Since these

charges were made in an unsigned editorial, Loucks reasoned it
would seem "to indicat e that it is not so much information for your
readers that you want so much as a hope to injure me personally."
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Like many cooperative marketing ventures of the period, the
Scandinavian Elevator Company ultimately failed and its bankruptcy
apparently cost Loucks a good deal of his own money~

During a heated

campaign in the fall of 1892, Loucks issued a blistering defense of
his conduct in Minneapolis.

Specifically, he

refuted charges of a

C. C. Wolcott, who-m Loucks called a ,,.notorious blackmailer," that
Loucks had forgotten the interest of Dakota farme rs to make money
off the elevator company for himself.
Now, as to Imy] change of mind.
My enemies as
well as my friends know better.
I defy the quotation
of a word in proof. My public speeches and the
columns in the Ruralist are evidence to the contrary.
The mortgage on my farm, then, I regret to say,
is still on, increased by twenty-five percent.
If
Wolcott's statement were true . . . does any sane
man believe I would have permitted the Elevator Co.
to fail and with it cripple myself financi ally for
years? .
I defy him [Wolcott], the elevator wheat combine
and the whole Republican party--whose stock in trade
is slanderous insinuations--to trace one dishonest
dollar o my pocket.99
During the time he was in Minneapolis,

Loucks remained

alliance president and wrote several letters to the Ruralist.

One, _.

which filled the entire front page of the March 16, 1889, issue, was
entitled "Special Circular to The Farmers'" Allianc es of Dakota" and
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contained perhaps the most comprehensive early statement of his
overall political philosophy.

It was also a much more direct plea

for a third party than his lette~ of the previous October.
The Letter from Minneapolis
In the spring of 1889, the farmers' movement was growing
restive under its mantle of nonpartisanship.

Despite its power in

the just-ended territorial legislature, the alliance had not
done as well as might be expected.

The Republican Party was paying

less than sincere homage to farmers' demands in its platform, while
acting to thwart the alliance legislative program.

Even the most

nonpartisan alliance men could not help feeling an animosity toward
the party's leaders.

100

In a letter from Minneapolis which appeared March 16, Loucks
set out to review the most recent territorial legislature "and then
make up our work for the future.

11101

While he flatly declared

against forming a third political party, he employed his "principle
over party" theme through the piece and the overall impact is
unmistakable:

The organized parties were not representing the real

interests of the farmers, so it was up to the farmers to form a
political party which did.

Loucks argued:

It requires no stretch of the imagination to say
that the machinery of politics in both parties was
and is in the hands of the monied classes and they
would be quick to resent any attempt at change.
Their interest was, and is, to kill any organization
that attempts to encourage any independent action,
politically.
Independence of thought or action is
death to boss or machine rule. The only thing
left for us to do was either to give up and suffer
or organize to protect ourselves; we resolved on
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the latter course. We expected a bitter fight
and were not disappointed.
Baffled politicians
swore vengeance against the men who would dare
stand up for principle rather than party.102
Loucks then spoke glowingly of the alliance convention which
had met in December 1888, where, he said, " . . . the policy of the
past was endorsed and, midst the greatest enthusiasm, adopted for the
future.

11103

the railways,

To initiate reforms such as more government control over
Loucks said the farmers must work to secure more

representation in both state and national political offices.

In that

way would farmers secure "such legislation as we believe our interests
demand."
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Perhaps to ward off criticisms of alliance ineffectiveness

in the territorial legislature, Loucks argued, perhaps unconvincingly,
"We want it clearly understood that we consider the present a
Republican legislature.

In numbers it is overwhelmingly so,"lOS

Loucks may have been trying to turn the ineffectiveness of alliance
legislators into an argument for organizing a third party.

In essence,

he was saying that though many legislators were elected by alliance
votes, they were members of the Republican Party and, in the end,
11

•
The Republican
caucus rules. 11 106

h
d rew an interesting
.
.
Loucks ten

analogy, especially when one considers that many members of the
Republican and Democratic parties were in some way influenced by the
railroad interest.
One of our prominent issues being prohibition, it
would be folly of us to elect a saloon keeper as
U.S. Senator, Congressman or state officer, even
though he sto0d on the prohibition plank and promised
to vote in the interest of temperence and sobriety.
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I venture to say that there is not a true
proh ibitionist in Dakota, North or South, who
woul d t h i nk it a prudent or safe thing to do.
Belie ving that the solution of the transportation
prob l em l a y in the g~verrunent owning and operating our
rail roads , we unanimously adopted that as one of our
pr i n cipal p lanks,
It is equally evident that though
ei t h er or b oth parties should adopt this plank, it
wo u l d be s heer f olly for us to intrust [sic] the
car ry irg o u t o f such a policy to a railroad attorney
or a repres enta tive of railroad interests.107
Aga i n Loucks ar gued obliquely that the organized parties,
because of t h eir

l l egia nces to interests antagonistic to the farmer,

were not th e pa r ."es to r epres e n t the farmers, no matter what their
platforms said .

The inferenc e seemed to be that the farmers,

organized in th ei r own polit ical party, could best represent the
farmers.

Turning to another grievance of the farmer, he said:
Bel ieving tha t a fina n cial system that will allow or
permit t h e extract i on of usury is radically wrong;
that th e gove r nment, i nstead of issuing money at the
cost o f issue to that highl y f avored class, the
National Banks, s hotld iss u e it to the people direct
as its [ sic] need s require, o r l oan it on their land,
the best of all se cu"'ity , and i n such volume as "will
provide suf fi cient mo ney at a r easonable rate of
interest for a ll l egitimate p ursuits:" does anyone
believe that a userer , a s tockholder or a representative
of a National Bank c a n b e trus t e d with the task of
108
legislating, in our, as agains t their o~n, interests?
Loucks continued his i n d i rect argument for a third party

which he discussed Republ i can Party cri t ic i sm of those advocating
independence.

Stating " Our mott o is tha t we place principles before

party and men above platofrms, 11109 h e cont i nue d :
We want every Republican farmer, as well as every
Democratic farmer, to use his best endeavor to see
that in the future there are no mistake s made in
either platforms or nomina t ions and the re will be
no need of alarm for t h e party. The best friends
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of the part are those who try to make their
party b est~ lO

1

With st atehood approaching, Loucks argued that it was of
paramount importance to carry the party primaries and follow with
a strong pos ture a.t the convent ions.
he argued, a nd ·no

The farmers of South Dakota,

candidates behold en to the railroad interests, must

guide the a r ea •hrough it s infancy as a state.
alliance meetit tg t:wo months lat er,

111

As he would at an

Loucks bluntly stated the

alliance's pol itJcal goals fo r 1889:
In vi ew c, f our nt tubers , of the interest which we
have at stake _ are we asking too much when we
claim that we c:hcul d have four farmers in the
Unit ed Stat.es ~--.r~nate and three in the House of
Repr esen tativcr- from the Dakotas. Yes, and one
in each of the ~)Pcut ive offices? We may e·xpect
to hea r the po ) i.t:idans yell: "The farmers want
the Earth." ~h·I 1 ~ as t he only class who till it
[sic], is therl ,. ,Inv ·eas on why we should not have
it?ll2
.
As the spring c f 18R9 became summer and Loucks returned from
Minneapolis , pro f ound char ~e2 were confr onting both Dakota Territory
and the Dakota Farme rs 1 Uliance.

And leaders of the powerful

Republican party, whi le fe:u·ing the farme rs,. protest, were beginning
to argue among themselves,
Summer, Fall 18 89
After years of debat e
being a politica

in

the United States Congress and after

issue in the presidential elec tion of 1888, lame duck

president Grover Cleveland s igned legis la tion on Feb, 22, 1889, admitting
113
Dakota Territory to the Union as two states, No rth and South Dakota .
In the afternoon of March 22 , Ar thur C. Mellette, a Sioux Falls real
estate agent and personal friend of the new president, Benj.amin Harrison ,
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was sworn i n as governor .
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Under the enabling legislation,

elections would b e held in Octobe r t o elect a permanent governor
and members of Cong ress,

Mellette had his eye on election to a full

term while Ric hard F. Pettigrew, also a Sioux Falls real estate
agent, and Judge Gid eon C. Moody of Deadwood l ooked to being the new
state's fi rs t two U.S. Senat ors.

Republicans mobilized for the

upcoming b at tle with t he alli anc e.
Having set t he alliance's po litical goal s f or that year,
Loucks set out to a chieve them. He and Alonz o Wa rd e ll tried to keep the
gubernatorial nomina t ion from Mellette , whom th ey thought too friendly
t o the rai· 1 r oa d s. 115
The alliance gathered in Huron in July and a conunittee appointed
by Loucks recommended the group work "through the machinery of our
respective part ies. 11116

The resolution also noted t h at farmers were

in a large majority in both parties and nominations t o office could
be attained if the alliance "made a systematic effor t to possess
ourselves of them." 117

Loucks probably had in mind plans to run

Wardell for the U.S. Sena.tor when the legislature c onvened for a
special sess ion October 15.

The alliance presi dent would have been a

candidate himself, but apparently had not been in the country long
.
118
enough to run for federal o ff ice.
By mid- 1889, the Dako ta farme rs' movement had met defeat three
times at the h a nds of the Republican party.

The railroad conmrission had

been rendered i n effective in 1885, the alliance ' s second vice
president, J.

w.

Har den, had been defea te d for congressional delegate

in 1888, and their legislative program had been thwarted by Republican
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votes in th e recently ended legislature.

119

Louc ks a nd Wardell were not able to keep Mellette from
gaining the Republ ican gubernatorial nomination when the party
met in Huro n in August.

However, alliance member J. H. Fletcher

received th e lieutenant governor nomination, probably in a bid to get
. k et. 120
f armer suppo r t f-or t h e tic

Though Loucks through the Ruralist

endorsed t he. ti ket,. it did not ring true.
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The Republicans won an easy victory in the September elections
and a legis la t ive maj ori ty headed to Pierre in mid-October.

Republi-

cans were lulled into no sense of complacency by alliance support,
however, and continued to watch the nLo ucks crowd" carefully.
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Wardel l would join the popular, though aging, A. J. Edgarton
in opposing Republican candidates Pettigrew and Moody.

In the days

before direct election of United States sena tors, state legislatures
chose them.

Farmers and Republicans would clash over similar

elections again in the next few years.
The Republican leadership apparently made a deal with Edgarton
before the balloting began, of f ering him a f ederal judgeship if he
withdrew in favor of Pettigrew and Moody,

123

Edgarton withdrew his

candidacy at the last minute and Pettigrew and Moody were sent to the
U.S. Senate with a res ounding majority.

124

Lo ucks immediately

charged a deal had been reached whe reby Edgarton withdrew in return
for the appo intment, and ,as if t o bear out his allegations, Edgarton,
. d.ge. 125 Wh'le
despite qis advanced age, was soon named a s a f e d era 1 JU
the whole affair "served to strengthen the power of the machine at the
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expense of the alliance,"

126

it may also have been one of the final

sparks leading to formation of the Independent Party.
The final territorial legislature convened shortly after the
special elec tion and the alliance once again presented it with farmers'
demands.

They call ed for government ownership of the railroads, the

direct issuance of currency by the government, direct election of
United States Senators, and state and national prohibition among others.
Legislators p aid so little regard to the alliance proposals that the
alliance met in Pierre in February 1890 and "passed resolutions con ....
.
. l ature. 11 12 7
t h e l egis
d emning

The metamorphosis from nonpartisan interest groups to third
party challenger of the Republican Party was nearly complete.

A

convention of the alliance was called for that summer where the idea
of a third party would be discussed. ,
Loucks' efforts to form a third party were reaching fruition
when he suffered a personal tragedy that underscored his friendship with
Alonzo Wardell.

The previous August Loucks' sixth child was born at

Clear Lake and the boy was named Alonzo Wardell Loucks.
and nine days later, on March 20, 1890, the infant died.

Seven months
128

Another

of Loucks' sons would die nearly two and a half years later, but then
the death would have political ramifications for Loucks and the Independent Party.
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Birth of the Independent Party
In the evening of June 4, 1890, delegates from local
alliances gathered in the opera house at Huron.

H. L. Loucks called

the session to order and noted the gathering was to discuss ,rthe
political situation".
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He continued:

Why was this necessary when we have two political
parties whose ostensible purp ose it is to look
after the interests of its constituents? If they
were doing their duty, or if we had any hope of
their duty in the near future there would be no
necessity for the meeting.130
Before long, Loucks launched into the main thrust of his
argument:

a direct appeal to delegates to form a third party:

I would suggest that there is in Huron at the
present time as fair a representation of the
farmers, mechanics, miners and laboring men as
can well be brought together, and as we have in
our various assemblies and alliances thoroughly
discussed the question, that it would be quite
appropriate for all those who favor an independent
political party to meet together and organi ze it.
If such a party should adopt our platform of
principles then I think all true alliance men
will support it. 1 31
Loucks, by now recognized as one of the state's more persuasive
orators, apparently caught the mood of farmers in the audience.

As well

as confronting drought, high railway rates and mortgage payments,
farmers had to deal with a Republican Party,which in their eyes was
keeping needed reforms from being enacted.

The Daily Huronite

reported an Independent Party ticket would likely be nominated before
the convention adjourned, continuing:
The opposition to such a movement is strong,
yet it is claimed if the alliance is determined
to free itself from both political parties and create
an independent or alliance party, it may as well
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be done now as at some futu re t ime . Mr. Loucks,
in hi s addre ss , was earne st i n his advocacy of a
new pa rty and with his strong follo wing there is
no do ub t that a complete state, legis lative and
con gressional ticket will be named and also a
· d s tates senator endorsed. 132
can d i. d a t e f_or Unite
The Sioux Falls Argus Leader was also keeping an eye on
proceedings in Huron t hat week and the day a f te r Loucks' address
editorializ ed :
The Far mers'Alli ance of t his state !s t r eading
dange rous ground. Many o t h •r indust . i a l
comb inations have grown rapi. -Uy and ·1 ,,2 come
not ably propserous only to find thei · graves
on entering polit ics. When a great bo dy puts
i ts influence blin dly in the h,nd s of
133
amb itious leade rs, i t takes a tremend ous r i sk.
The fanners at Huro n wer e apparently not a dverse to taking
risks, tho ugh they did not go as far as the DailX Hu ronite predicted.
The evening fo llowing Lo uc ks' addr ess , afte r adopting a statement of
six demands, 134 delegates were offered a motion by J . R. Lowe, who
would soon join Loucks a s associate edi to r of the Ruralist.

He

proposed t hat the alliance take steps to form a new political party.
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As the Dail y Huronite repo rted the next day:
This was submitted t o full and free di scussion,
the count i es being given ten minutes each.
At abo ut midnight the resolution was adop tef 36
by t he following vote: Ayes, 413, noes 83.
When delega tes reconvened the follow ing morning to begin
structuring the 1ew political party, Loucks made two significant
contributions which were both adopted.

He offered motions that the

new party be called the Independent Party and tha t it adopt the
137
platform already embraced by th e Dakota Farmers' Alliance.
Loucks ha d managed a successful coup against a faction in the
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alliance which wanted to remain nonpartisan.

The lopsided vote,

nearly five to one in favor of his position, gives some idea of the
extent of his vict ory.

As alliance president he '!breathed the

breath of life into it and made it in a few years a force to be
reckoned wit h.

11138

Yet he was still frustrated because he felt that

the really basic reforrns--government ownership of the railroads, for
example--requ ired political action, which the Republican Party was
blocking.
Through the Ruralist, he helped nudge a nonpartisan group
toward political action.
link to the angry farmers.

Th e paper offered him a communication
As well as serving as a conduit for his

ideas, the Ruralist offered farmers a chance to communicate with
each other.

They exchanged ideas on subjects ranging from planting

strawberries to controlling the money supply.

Along with harsh

economic conditions and the intransigence of the Republican Party, the
Ruralist helped crystalize farmer opinion toward a third party.
And in the summer of 1890, chances for a victory appeared favorable.
As the South Dakota Independent Party was being formed, a feud
was sinnnering between two dominant forces in the state's Republican
Party--Governor Mellette and U.S. Senator Pettigrew.

They had clashed

over the Edgarton appointment which helped keep Wardell from going to
the U.S. Senate the previous fall.

When Pettigrew delayed with the

appointment, Mellette, a personal friend of Edgarton's, traveled to
Washington, D.C., to press the case in person.

Though .Edgarton got~

.
139
the appointment, Mellette's persistence annoye d P ettigrew.

Mellette

was also a personal friend of President Benjamin Harrison's, with
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whom Pettigrew had quarreled, and through the president the governor
was able to control much of the state's patronage.
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While Pettigrew did not attack the principles of th.e
Independents--notably railroad legislation and free coinage of
silver--he attacked its leaders.

"T cannot

He wrote later in June:

believe that the intell igent farmers will go for such scoundrels as
Loucks and Wardell. "
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Later that summer he began seeking information

on Loucks' background,writing in August to the president of the First

.
1 Ban k o f J e ff erson
Nationa

c·ity,

Mi ssouri.
·
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Amid the political turmoil of the first summer of statehood,
one thing was for certain:

the new state of South Dakota had a

third party in sympathy with the national populist movement, and
that party appeared to be quite strong.
The Saturday night after the Independent Party was formed,
Harden

traveled to Sioux Falls where he addressed a large crowd

in Germania Hall.

He "dwelt at considerable length" on the

Independents' positions on currency and transportation.

In a burst

of less-than-objective reporting, the Argus Leader's reporter wrote:
The remedy for all these and kindred evils is in the
hands of the people and if but used properly and
intelligently will inaugurate and bring about a
change that will relieve thousands of our distressed,
tax burdened people. United action must be had and this
is the time to accomplish it. Party prejudice should be
buried nd a joining of hands and coming together all
along the line, with the understanding that our interests
are identical and that we have all to gain and nothing
to lose. 143
While formation of the Independent Party's first ticket was
about a month away, the Dakota Farmers' Alliance by its vote at Huron
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had discarded i ts long-held nonpartisanship.

South Dakota was

the first state where farmers adopted a party espousing populist
ideals.

Other stat es--Kansas, Nebraska and North Dakota--would

follow during the surrnner of 1890 and the new parties would throw
state and na tional politics into turmoil for a decade to come.
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CHAPTER IV
POPULIST YEARS

The Election of 1890
A mon th afte r Loucks' coup, farmers, now delegates of the
Independent Pa rty, returned to Huron to assemble a slate of candidates
for the November election.

At the convention in June,Loucks had been

clearly favo red as the gubernatorial nominee,
a challenger--" Honest Abe" Van Osdel.

1

but in July he faced

A former member of the

territoria l legislature, Van Osdel, a farmer, led the Yankton County
delegation to Huron.

Support f or either man to head the ticket was

strong and one Yankton County farmer predicted his fellow delegates
"will support Van Osdel and Loucks for any office to which either may
aspire. 112
The previous year Loucks, aided by Alonzo Wardell, had shifted
the . affiliation of the Dakota Farmers' Alliance,
facilitated formation of the Independent Party.

3

a move that
The National Farmers'

Alliance (or Northern Alliance), with which Dakota alliance men had been
affiliated,was much less militant than its southern counterpart,
the National Farmers Alliance and Industrial Union (or Southern
Alliance). 4

Both alliances had held separate conventions in St. Louis

in December 1889 and attempts were made at consolidation . . While the
merger failed, delegates from three Northern Alliance states--South
Dakota, North Dakota and Kansas--left the Northern Alliance to join the
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Southern Alliance.

5

The defection swelled the membership of the already large
Southern Alliance, a group which was "moving with less disguise and
restraint toward third party politics 11 than was the Northern Alliance.
Loucks became vice president of the Southern Alliance

7

6

and it was

probably he who brought Col. Leonidas L. Polk to Huron for the
Independent Party's first gathering.
On the first night of the convention Loucks introduced Polk,
president of the Southern Alliance.

Polk offered a ringing endorsement

of the Dakota Farmers' Alliance's turn to politics.

Like Loucks, he

favored independent political action and was looking for a spot on a
national populist ticket.

The Daily Huronite reported:

The opera house was closely packed, the large
attendance of delegates and members of the
Independent Party being augumented by citizens
of Huron who were desirous of hearing so
distinguished a speaker [Polk]. The stage was
occupied by many ladies, wives of prominent members
of the party and leading lights of the Equal
Suffrage Association. The K.P. band also
occupied seats on the rostrum and furnished
music of an excellent order, ex cuted in their
usual entertaining manner.
.

8

Polk, as did Loucks, favored independent political action,
saying:

Who has any better right to go into politics than
peaceful, conservative farmers? . . . I would not
give the snap of my finger for the alliance if it
were not full of politics. But the alliance does
not interfere with political or religious views.
It has no more right to dictate party affiliation
than church connection. We are freemen with no
man's collar around our necks. 9
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Candi date s were voted upon the following day with Loucks and
Van Osdel b e ing n o mi n ated f or governor.

At first an informal ballot

was held a nd with 126 v o t es needed to win, Loucks received 127 and
Van Osdel 1 25.

10

I n t he ensuing deb ate, many delegates argued that

"it would be a great mist a ke to put in nomination candidates who
would draw too much fire , " pre sumably a reference to the
controvers ial Loucks.

E.W. Shulz o f the Black Hills wanted Loucks

to be "reserved for the Uni ted States Senate" seat which would be
decided by the legislature in January 1891.

12

Loucks himself ' ~did

not want to go to the Senate [becaus e he] did not think city life
would agree with him."

13

On a second a nd formal ballot Loucks

received the nomination, but his margin of vic tory was not much
better than on t h e first one.

He polled 134 t o Van Osdel's 115.

14

Probab ly in a gesture of party solidari ty, Alonzo Wardell
then off ered Van Osdel's name for the lieutenant governor nomination
and Van Osdel won it handily .

While they chose no t to endorse anyone

for the U.S. Se n ate , d e l e gates approv ed an enti re slate of candidates,
including J. R. Lowe f or sta t e audit o r.
The Sioux Fal l s Argus Le a der interpreted the farmers' entrance
into partis an politic s in t h e l igh t of a feu d between Governor
Mellette and U.S. Sena tor Pettigrew.

The p aper said that Mellette

wanted to be come senat or rather than go vernor, which upset Pettigrew'·s
plans to have Jud ge Mo o dy re-elected.

15

It was even hinted that

Loucks had met with Mellette and that the real thrust of the farmers·,
protest was against Pett igrew and Moody.

By offering Loucks the
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lieutenant governor's spot, Mellette could expect farmer support in
the legislature when it chose a candidate for the U.S. Senate.
would, of course, then become governor,

16

While the theory seems implausible,

17

relations between

Pettigrew and Mellette were strained in mid-1890.
agreement on one thing, however :
be defeat ed.

Loucks

18

They were in

Loucks and the Independents must

Pettigrew wrote Mellette from Washington in March,

even befo re Loucks had been nominated:
I hope that no poli tical contests which may occur
in the state this year will result in the election
of Loucks or Wardell or any of that gang of cranks,
they are free-traders, and they would be glad to
break up the republican party, [sic] and I should feel
disgraced to have them for a colleague [sic]. 19
Pettigrew's senatorial colleague, Judge Moody, wrote Mellette
in late sunnner that he had heard from "all sources" that the party
was "nervous in places for fear the Democrats and Independents may unite
upon the legislative tickets and be success f ul. 1120 Moo d y, who had for
some reason remained in Washington and declined to campaign for the
legislature which would be asked to re-elect him in January, made a
prophetic warning:
Of course the Democrats would never consent to the
election of a Republican Independent. If the
fusion is at all dangerous, it will be because the
Jndependents support a Democrat for the United
Stat es Senate.21
A fusion effort of Independents and Democrats would ultimately
foil Moody's re-election and in that victory would demonstrate a
simple political reality:

two parties with pluralities can become

the majority- party if they join together.

The debate would be carried
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on thro ugh the 1890 s and ul timat·e ly have pro fo und i mpact on t h e
Dakota farmer's movement .
Both senators were no t the only ones to fear and condemn
Loucks and the Independents.

J . L. Robinson, then secretary of the

state ra ilroad commission, would later a dmi t drawing a cartoon which
was used against Loucks during the campaign .

22

It depicted pipelines

running t hrough the Ruralist and other alli a nc e cooperative ventures
"from the farmers' pockets to a pump, the handl e o f which Mr. Loucks
was vigo r ously plying and from the spout of which a stream was
trickl i ng into his ample pouch." 23
A few days a fter Loucks was nominated for governor, a
Republican wrote Mellette:
Well, Loucks has got things as he wants them after
working for it 4 years [sic]. He will have a chance
in Nov. [s~z] to know how many Cranks there are in
the State.
A bank president from Gettysburg was of the opinion:
The Independents think they have this count y but
I t hink they wi l l be the worst fooled set of men
in the cou~ y. I believe we can handle e very t h ing
O. K.

• • .

5

A similar theme was r epeat e d in other le tters Mellette
received during the camp ai gn:

the party may be in disarray and the

Independents powerful, b ut on election day the Republican Party will
remain in power.
correct.

26

I n the end they proved t o be only partially

While Mellet t e defeated Louc ks and Democrat Marvis Taylor,

his victory stood only on a plural ity of vot e s .
votes to Lo ucks' 24,470 and Taylo r ' s 18 ., 462 .

27

He received 34,519
Had the votes cast
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for Loucks and Taylor been cast for a single candidate, Mellette
would not have been elected,
In addition, Republican control of the legislature was
serious-ly eroded.

In the state senate, Republicans claimed just one

legislator more than the combined ranks of Democrats and Independents,
while in the house, the Republicans and the coalition were equal in
strength.

There were 61 Republicans in the house, 42 Independents

and 19 Democrats.

28

The precarious balance of powe r set
legislative confrontation that winter.

t he stage for a lengthy

It would not only yield a victory

for the Independents, it would touch H. L. Loucks in a uniquely
personal way.
The Election of James H. Kyle
When the legislature convened in January 1891, a major item
of business was the election of a United States senator.

The

Republican caucus endorsed the re-election of Judge Moody while the
Democrats chose Bartlett Tripp.

The Independents could not decide on a

candidate and so the names of Alonzo Wardell, George Crose and J. W.

. l ature. 29
Harden went be f ore t h e 1 egis

With 85 votes needed to win,

Moody received only 76 in the first ballot on January 7.

The other

votes were split among Tripp, Wardell, Crose and Harden.
Moody's vote total continued to fall short of 85 in subsequent
balloting and more candidates entered the contest, each hoping to be
" stricken by senatoria l l ig
. h tening.
.
"30

The voting continued while

beyond the legislative chambers negotiations were hurriedly under way.
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Various candidates were endorsed by Democrats and Independents but
none could get the required votes.

31

In early February the

Independents rallied behind a little-known Congregationalist minister
from Aberdeen, James H. Kyle.
Kyle had become popular among activist farmers in South Dakota
since an impromptu Fourth of July address he had delivered the previous
summer.

At the holiday rally in Aberdeen, the scheduled speaker failed

to arrive, and Kyle was asked to take his place.

He spoke only a

half-hour, arguing that the "concentration of wealth was the ruin of
32
. " an d captivate
.
d h.is au d ience.
·
t h e repu bl ic,

After the election of

1890, Kyle was one of the new Independent senato rs in South Dakota's
legislature.
Despite Kyle's attractiveness as a candidate, the IndependentDemocratic coalition could not muster the needed votes until a fairly
unusual political arrangement was worked out.

While the balloting for

senator continued, a delegation left for Springfield, Illinois, to
confer with Democratic Party officials there.

It was finally agreed

that Democrats in South Dakota would support Kyle and Independents in the
Illinois legislature would support Democrat John Palmer, who was
running for the U.S. Senate there.

On February 16, Democrats in the

South Dakota legislature "suddenly switched their votes to Kyle and he

d
was electe.

1133

U.S. Senator.

The legislature had voted 40 times in chasing a

34

While the legislative manuevering was under way, Loucks' wife
Florence was in the final weeks of her seventh and last pregnancy.

The
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child was born March 4, 1891, at Clear Lake, and Loucks,
enthusiastic over Kyle's victory, named the boy Daniel Kyle Loucks.

35

After a similar legislative battle six years later, Loucks would regret
his decision .
Desp it e the victory and new son, Loucks was to suffer the
amputation o f on e of his legs not long afterward.

He had apparently

been thrown f r om a horse and had developed an infection after his
leg was broken .

The limb was sawn off, according to one account, in

the farmhouse a t Clear Lake.

36

While Kyle's election was a victory for the Independents,
it also showed a serious weakness:
Democratic support.

their inability to act without

37

During 1891, historian George W. Kingsbury said, the state was
"wholly and absolutely" under the control o f the populists and that
"H. L. Loucks as its authorized head and front was the principal
character to be reckoned with.

,,38

The assertion is undoubtedly

hyperbole, but with the Independents' sudden emergence as the state's
second party and the election of Kyle, they must have appeared
formidable.

If a true fusion of Independents and Democrats could be

achieved, political power might be wrested from the Republicans for
good,

As Kingsbury noted:
All looked to the Farmers' Alliance, the populist
party and H. L. Loucks. Even the democrats looked
to [sic] Loucks, because in fusion alone could they
expect official favors and political advancement.
Loucks himself was at all times opposed to fusion,
but yielded in order to humble the pride and lower the
power of the republicans [sic]. 39
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The Independent Party's dependence on the Democrats led to
"failure of the South Dakota legislature of 1891 to enact far-reaching
reforms for which alliance had fought so hard. 1140

And while the

reformers were unable to act, economic conditions confronting farmers
in the early 1890s

continued to grow worse,

As debts mounted and mortgages could not be paid, farmers
began leaving the state--mostly from the western counties, although
Hughes and Hand counties lost half of their entire population during
the decade.

41

When state farmers were asked their opinions on the

causes of their plight early in the decade, several mentioned silver
an d severa 1 ot h ers mentione
·
d rai'l roa d s. 42
"In Dakota the poor man

Wardell wrote in 1891,

. pays four cents a mile passenger fare,

while the rich man pays two cents and the politicians, judges and
office holders [sic] go free.

1143

Complaints kept coming to the railroad commis sioners of the
roads refusing to provide freight cars or to build siding
necessary for the farmer to market his wheat.

In their report of

1890, the commissioners noted:
At one of these stations, there was marketed in one
day the almost incredible amount of 29,000 bushels of
wheat, and for several weeks there was not a day that the
receipts fell below 12,000 bushels. During November
the pressure taxed every resource and the situation
was app lling.
In many places every available building
in the town was turned into a grain house and filled,
and farmers were obliged to return home with their
grain . There was one instance where the warehous_e
doors were fastened up and holes cut in the roof,
and t~e h~~se filled up in this way to its utmost
capacity.
Loucks himself appeared before the railroad connnission in
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July 1891 to argue the case of the Farmers' Union Elevator Company
of Ferney.

The farmers had been refused a warehouse site by the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway,

As the commission'·s report said,

"The matter was immediately taken up with the railway company and on
August 7 the s ite was granted and the elevator company proceeded
at once with the construction of their building. 1145
While t he farmers favored government ownership, or at least
regulation, o f railroads to alleviate their marke ting problems, the
use of silver was gaining favor as a method to increase the money
supply.

The Sherman Silver Act, which had passed Congress in July

1890, had enlarged upon the provisions of the Bland-Allison Act
of 1878.

Whereas Bland-Allison provided for the government to purchase

silver at the rate of $2 million a month, the Sherman Act called for
$4.5 million a month to be purchased,

Under the terms of the newer

act, the government had guaranteed purchase of virtually the entire
.
·1
.
46
output o f western si ver mines.
The Sherman Act would also increase the amount of money in
circulation because the silver would be purchased with new treasury

. 47
1 or si 1ver coin.
notes, which were redeemable in god

Loucks and

other Dakota populists tended to view currency expansion in a
different light.

Rather than argue that some precious metal--whether

gold or silver or both--must provide value for money, populists claimed
the government itself, in the mere act of designating something as
currency, created the currency's value.
In a letter to the Dakota Ruralist in early 1889, Loucks
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Union (the Southern Allianc e) met in Ocala 7 Florida, and the gathering
"became a mecca of al l the leading advo ca te s of the third-party idea. ,,Sl
Whi le alli ance men from t he Midwe st generally favord the idea,
those fro m the ,outh di. d not.

I n s outher n populism there was a

problemat ic fact..1)r ab~H.m t from mi dwe stern populism:

racism.

A third

political par _y that woul d challenge the one-party rule of southern
Democrats , whi c.h kept b l a "ks from gaining a ny political influence,
would be unive rna11y condemned in the South.

52

But the momentum

toward a t hird party wo u.ld no t be checked , and a compromise was
effected .
C. W. Ma

' \ .l ne

of T,::-x:·le1) po pular among southerners at the Ocala

meeting, p roposed l .tting the mat ter lie until the eve of the next
president i al elec tion , in f8~ruary 1892 , to see i f support for a
third party continue d to mour t ..
then. 53

If it did, the party could be formed

But the compromise failed t o satis fy delegates who did not

want to del ay and plans w ce

..::0011

drafted fo r a co nvention in

Cincinnat i in May 1891.
The convention proce eded to form th e Peo pl e's Party with a
national e xe cutive committee consisting of a chai r man and three
members fr om each state in attendance.

The committee was directed

to attend a s cheduled conferenc e of reform groups in St. Louis to
explore the possibility of joining forces.

If the group's mission

failed, a plan by Minnesota' s Ign a t ius Donnelly empowered the
executive c ommittee to call a national conven t i on in the summer of
1892 to endo r s e a national ticket of candidates for the

90
/

54
. 1 e l ec ·ion.
·
pres1. d entia
Whi le many of its members were not, leadership of the
Southern Al lia.ncf~ s .:ro ngly favo red f ormatio n of a third party.
Co l onel PoJk had been s o disposed in his time [toward
favo rtl~~; :. " third party ], and by chance the vice
pre s ider.it : :·, f the order who succeeded to Polk's
dut ies w· s .?.1 ardent thi rd party man and a northerner
as wc~1 l ~ H. L. Loucks of South Dakota. Polk had
emb rac e:\ 1" 1:i-pu.li sm reluctantly and as a last
res rt . r;or ,o Loucks, who h ad none of the
repugn:.111c1:1 t 'i r.,n rty irregular! ty so natural in
a sou r..h-:, J. rn:~r J
I

The
had planne d

·oL en+ i o-r
tt.:<

wa!:.,

called for Omaha in July 1892 and Polk

ar.c.:i:ve d·.i t.h :t:->everal trainloads of Confederate veterans"
1

to help h i m se cu•e tl1~ pr~~i<l~ntial nomination.

56

His death just before

the gather ing co1.vr-n.ed wuB r:-r~ ly one of the shocks received by Omaha
delegates.

The oti121 · 1 ts tha: J1dge Walter Q. Graham of Illinois,

whom many populi s s r:nJpC:'.d tc r ame f r president , would not allow his
1

.

.

name plac ed in nominatiou.

5 ,·

.n casting about for a candidate,

delegat es came to favor Jarne"; B. Weaver of Iowa .

An ex-Union army

general, Weaver had made a pr .vious bid for the pres idency as the
candidate of the Greenback Party iri 1880.
When Loucks arrived in Omaha he began "laying wires for
1158
·
·
· t ic
· a b ou t
an d was op t i· is
Gen. Weaver , s nomination,

the Novemb er election.

He told the Omaha Bee:

th e ou t come o f

"We are sure to carry

both Dakotas and their seven electoral votes.

I have been campaigning
,.59
two weeks in North Dakota and know the sentiment up there.'
Desp ite Weaver' s popularity with dele gates , many thought he
represented too greatly the unsuccessful Greenb ack movement and looked
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for a newe r face.

60

They settled up on the f irst-term Independent

Senator f r om South Dakota, James H. Kyle.

A movement formed to

advance him as a candidate and he was the strongest of Weaver's
several chal l engers.

I t is no t clear what r ole Loucks played in

advancing Kyler s candidacy.

While he undoubt edly f avored Kyle, he

was also on record as supporting Weaver.
On the Fourth of July, 1892, a

otal of 1,366 delegates

gathered in the cavernous Omaha Co liseum to nominate a candidate for the
presi"d ency . 61

Calling them to order was H. L. Loucks, who had been

elected pe rmanent chairman of the convention.

The Omaha Bee reported:

It was a picturesque spectacle when Pe rmanent
Chairman Loucks, standing fi nnl y on hi s one l eg
and swinging a crut ch at arm' s length> b rought
th e great assemblage to order . His sp eech a s
it progresse d was a s urp rise and a dis agr eeable
one to pe rhaps a majority of t he conventi on, but
i t s impet uosity and fire, if no t its hits for and
against candidates, el i cited cheers at every
few words . 62
Lo ucks professed h is faith i n demo cratic proc e dure, where
grievances of an

op~ress e d segment of t h ~ populati on could be

resolved through political action and e l e c tions .

He noted at one

point:
It [the convention] is a grand tribut e to the
civilization of the present century. In the past
ages when great revolutions were in p rogress they
have been brought about as a rule by the sword, by the
bullets. This, the greatest of all revoluti ons, is
being propelled by that silent power of education, the
ball ot.63
After other speeches the voting took place and Weaver became
the party's presidential candidate on the firs t ballot, polling 995
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votes to Kyle's 26s.

64

As permanent chairman Loucks was at the center of the convention's
politicking ~ but other business lay before him .

He had ascended to the

leadership of t he Southern Alliance upon f o lk' s dea th and was heading
for Washington D.C. to take up his new dut i es when the convention
closed.

65

In November the allian ce wo 1.l d meet in Memphis, Tennessee,

to choose a successor to Polk and Louck J ~ould b e challenged by the
popular Macune.
The Growing Fusi on Sen t'i!!:en!
At the end of June, before tra ve l in g to Omaha, Loucks had
been one of the principal speakers at the I r de pendent Party convention
in Redfie ld.

Delegates endorse d his 189 0 r urn i ng mate, Abraham

Van Osdel for governor and adopt ed a pl a t ~orm whi ch called for, among
earlier demands, a constitutional amendmen · to the state constitution
allowing the initiative and refer endum.

Bulh were propo sals to limit

the power of the legislature , the fo rme r allowing citiz ens themselves
to initiate legislation and the la t ter al l owing statewi de balloting on
. l
measures alre ady acted upon by the 1 egis
a ture . 66

Delegates also named a full slate of candidates, indicating
they would oppose fusion with the Democ r atic Party.

67

Democrats

meeting in Sept e mber likewise opposed fusion, but recessed their
convention and reassembled as a committee of the who le to discuss it.
While they decided to field a full ticket, they empowered the state
central committee to "take out what portion of it they deem proper
for the best interest of democracy.

1168

As Kingsbury noted, Democrats

93

would fuse with the Independents in cas es whe re it benefited
Democrats .

69

Although both conventions officially opposed a merger,

the fusion of parties "was adopted and carried into effect in nearly
every county of the state and was in th e end practically adopted on
the state tic ket thro ugh priva te or pers onal understanding.

1170

Mell e tte ha.d chos en n ot to seek r - election and Republicans,
in a conventi on largely dominated by U. S . Senat or Pettigrew, nominated
Charles H. Sheldon , an Aberdeen f armer , f r gove rnor.

71

The silver

movement was gaining popu la rity in the sta te a nd Pettigrew, increasingly
at odds with hi s own party, went ove r t o i t

11

hear t and soul.

1172

But

he was up fo r re-election to the U.S . SE:na t e in 18 95 and, for the time
being, ret ained his power wit h in t he pa r t y.
As the campaign got unde r wa.y ~ t

f.!

Rur al is t threw its

editorial columns beh ind Van Osd el ' s qu e st .: o r th e governorship.

Not

only had the paper by now e xp a nded f r om e'gh t to 16 pages, but the
farm news which filled earl i e r editions had la rgely disap peared,

The

Ruralist had evolved , this writer bel i eve s, f rom a polit ically oriented
farm journal to the advocate of a particular pol itical party.

Instead

of "Farm, Stock and Home," the slogan under the page one masthead read:
"Seek the Truth .

The Truth Shal l Make You Free.

11 73

Thou gh he was p robabl y out of South Dakota during much of the
fall of 1892, 74 Loucks continued to be listed as editor and probably
authored a strong statement against fusion in the September 8 issue.
An article entitled nThat Fusion

11

state d:

An edito rial on page 9 of our issue of August 18th
does not represent the views of the editor in that

94

part icular where it would seem to favo r what is
cal led a "coope rative" coun ty ticket. We are glad
to we.lcome all to our ranks who will vo te for our
princ iples. We never have been and ar e not now in
favo r of a fusio n for the sake of offic e.
We h a.ve ;:;i grand platfo rm of principles on which we
can consciE:~nti.o 1sly invite all men t o stand for the
sake of princ.iples .. We must stick to that text,
The questio ~ 0f offic e is personal and selfish and
can affe t the interests of office holders only.
In thi s move 1ent men are nothing, princip les are
eve rytli.i.r g. We cannot afford to sacrifice our
principle~ for the sake of office nor can w, afford
5
to do :it fo1· t 1e f;a ke of temporary succes s.
Consi dered ir1 the light of prac tical polit ics, this writer
believes, t he statement: ccrnta:i.ns a startling asse rtion:

remaining

faithful to one's political princip les is more impo rtant than being
elected to o ffice.

Argu:i.ng as he had in his campaign letter of

1888 and his lette r from Minneapolis·· the fo llowing year, Loucks contended
strongly that political ideals m st guide political action.
two stat emen ts, h

argued principle over par ty.

In these

In 1892, he argued

principle over f usion.
While combating the growing fusion sentiment and answering
criticism of his role in the Scandinavian Elevato r Company, Loucks
suffered a stunning p ersonal tr agedy during the 1892 campaign:
death of his 10-year-old son , William.

the

The Repub lican Party apparently

tried to capi talize on Loucks' inability to attend the boy's funeral.
A brief item in the Estelline Press, reprinted in the Ruralist, said:
Alonzo Wardell and Mrs. H. L. Loucks drove over by team to
Est elline from Clear Lake last Sunday where they nad been
to bury the eldest son of H. L. Loucks. The re are those
in this world who would envy Mr. Loucks for his position,
or the $5,000 a year salary, but when a man is so pressed
with business that he cannot attend the fune ral of his own
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son, th~ man who would envy him is not far enough from
th e anima.l ereation to do hi m any harm.76
The Rnia1).st th en fo llowed with a scathing reply, which was
probably wri tten t• .v Lou cks.

77

For coJ1~ l•.101,..d.d b ru tal ity we think th e above the
mos t :i.nhuna n we have ever read. Yet s everal newspaper s,, \ r> w:;p .:.:~s of wo unding us, have copied it .
0,n:: '.:,:-;.r vras as well as usual when we left
home f cq ::: t:. · ·n.: e-month 's trip in the performance
of our dut ; a s we s ee it . Suddenly he was stricken
down w:i thr . 1., t wun. ng of approaching death Friday
ever in g dm~ :i 1 ;:, tho. in tensely hot spell. We were
advised by wi .e s a ine evening but having left for
New .Jer .:JP Y .• , Jd ·,_ol rece ive the message until one
o' clo ck S:1t 1. l!'day ,, We promptly cancelled all
ap poin.tm.cnt E .::m.d t 0 0 <. the fir st train f or home ~
We knew very w~ ll that we could not reach there
in time fer th-. fu. .c~ral. We also knew that we
ha d plen y ~f giod fri ends who would do all they
coul d £01· .1is mot.he in her hour of sorrow, but
none could ,·m11ft:h·t h-~r a.s well as we could , To
make use o f s1.1- 1i an affl iction for the purpose
of rnaki.n g , ,1.· U .ca __ capita l is not polit ics in
it s mo~t rJepr3v-:,d c,et s .. ; i.t i s not journalism,
It is ghoulish van dalism partic ular to South
Dakota re.p blic.?.n i..:n [sic] . It is such di s graceful
ta ctics that it t1i,3k.es us ashamed that we were ever
affiliated with a par r that will tolera te and
supp ort such advocates.7
As Kingsbury po ~nted out _ the campaign o f 1892 was virulent,
filled with "reckless pursuit and v io lent personal assaults.

1179

The Dako ta Rural is t played no small part in crea ting this turbulent
atmospher e.
The Dakota Ruralis t, Fall 1892
The change in the Dakota Ruralist from t he fall of 1888 to the
fall of 1892 was st riking (~ee Appendix A and B).

During the former

autumn, most articles on page one were farm-oriented and there were
many front page sketches of prize-winning cattle , horses and other farm
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animals.

Four years later fa rm news had been reduced to

periodically :unning a crop bulletin f rom the U.S. Department of
Agricultu re, whi r.h contained lit tle mo r e t han a listing of harvest's
progress or noting wAathe r

onditions in several counties.

80

Columns

offering poul try or dai -y a dvice had been el iminated.
Much o f thr~ news c ::,lumns was

devot ed to populism in general

and South Dakota populis~ i1 particular.

I n every issue from early

September to th~ No 1.'m.ber election, for exampl e, the Ruralist printed
in its back p&g ~s
Party plat form .

Lh f!

A

ri •'\\'

P(:- Jple ts Party platf orm and the Independent
1

C~) i

unn, entitled "Notes From The Field, 11 gave

Ruralist re a ders ~.n { pt ·.:rd.stic view of the prog ress of the People ~s
Party campai gr in t.he f:01,oth A.nd in other midwes tern states.

The

feature was bil led as be:i 11 g ' ' Ga there.cl. f rom our e xchanges--how the
forces are Crys tal] ' zi1g [sic] for the ove rthrow of plutocracy--short
.

e d itorial comments

1181

One shor

i

f•rn>

·ypic al of many others in this

column, desc ribed a ' monster P-ople's rally" whic h had taken place in
Wichita,

Kansas.

Eleven hun dred vehicles pa rti cipated, led by ~150

old soldiers on horseba ck.

u82

Another re gular feature of th e Ruralist during the fall of
1892, which twice filled the front pa ge9 was "Notes From The Counter,n
by Louis N. Crill.

An Independent Party activist f rom Union County,

Crill wrote a column which both advanced populi s t ideas and attacked
Republican foes.

The tone was usually quite strident:

Are you in favor of the government owning t he
railroads ? If so, vote the People's Part y
ticket. Are you in favor of the railroads
owning the government? If so, vote the
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republican [sic] or demo.cratic [sic] ticket~
Are you in favo r of people controll ing the
circulating medium? If so, vot e the People's
Par ty ticket. Are you in favor o f the circulating
medium controlling the people? If so, vote the
old party ticket.83
Cril l's pros e in the praise of popul ism could be quite florid:
The people's party [sic] princ iples are a blending
to gether of the guiding precepts o f a Jef ferson and
the hi st oric words of a Lincoln , making a sevenhued rainbow of promi se; a grand arch whos~ columns are
as wide apart as the Atlantic ard Pacific. 4
The Ruralist also carried highly s1 bjective articles about
events and persona lities in the 189 2 campa.:gn .

On page one of the

Sept. 29, 1892 issue appeared a favorabl_ bi ography of Mrs. S. W.
Hassell, the Independent candidate for ~up_ rint endent of public
instruction,

The f ollowing week there was a similar sketch of

S. G. Mogn, Independent candidate for se c retary of state.

85

The

newspaper als o attacked Mogn's Repub lican opponent, Tom Thoren, who
it said was a " hired servant of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railroad Company . "

86

The Ruralist seemed to save its most scathing criticism for
Republican Charles H. Sheldon, who was challenging Independent Abe
Van Osdel for governor.

On the front pages of at least four issues

during the campaign, 87 the paper a ttacked Sheldon in an unusua l
fashion.

The R, ralist carried a statement Sheldon had made at the

Republican Party convention in 1890 in which he at tacked both Loucks
and the Independents:
This independent party [sic] is fearfull y and
won derfully made; and I want to say to you
oent lemen that it is a matter of humiliat ion
0
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a nd reg et by the intelligent farme rs of the
s ect ion of the state from which I have come, that
a rec.ent importatio n fro m Canada, whose ignorance
o f the character of American institutions is only
e qualJ.ed by his impudence and insecurity should
asp ire to the highest po sit ion in the gif t of the
people. The man who comes among our peop le and
en deavors to teach them to break awa y fr om their
a l legiances and undertakes to teac.h them t h at all
th e measures for whi.ch they have lab ore d and all
t he burdens they have borne have~ been in vain
i s a public nuisance and ought t be a bat ed.BA
Bene ath ·he s tat ment, the R~r al.is- t adde d a simple editorial
commentary:
The result f the •ote of the section of th e
stat e from which C.H. Sh~lr'on hn·'ls will
hardly justify this stat~ment. Let us t ake
Day, his own county), as an. illustrat i on. In
1890 Sheldon• s o ,m township cast .. he fo l lowi ng
votes : Louc~s, 66~ M_llet te 22, or 3 to 1 . In 89
the county of Day, Loucks) 1,7(,5, Mell et te, 746,
The Ruralis~ also filled the entire page eigh t of its
Sept. 29, 189 2,, issue with 2n a1ticle from the Day County Herald, which
attacked She ldon's

ecord ,

,)h 1don was a former head o f t h e Farmington

Allianc e and the art i cle noted that his nomination was " an attempt to
stampede t he farmers' vote from the Indepe ndent Part y . , •

Mr. Sheldon

is more i n sympathy with corporations--part icularly railroad corporations
-,90

--than wi t h those of his own calling.'

On Octob er 20, a few weeks before the election , the Ruralist
reprinte d on p· ge one an article from the Aberdeen Star Republic which
was head lined:

"A claim j umper--A victim of Sheldon's greed tells his

story. 1191

w.

Ac .

Lohr charged that a decad e p revious Sheldon had

falsely obtained his claim to land near Groton in Br own County , adding:
"The man who would jump a poor man's claim in t he way h e did, is not fit
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to be gove rno r. 11
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As the (dee ti.on grew closer, the newspaper's tone grew more
strident .

On S1.~ptember 22, the Ruralis t decl ared, :'Don't be caught

sleeping on your po3tt at least not until af ter the election. 1193
Three weeks la er) three of th e 27 brief pol itical notes appearing on
page four st a .er:
Le s s th o.11 thirty days.
Put on ym r w· -~ pai 1t . 94
See that vot e 1· polled.
It is unclear wh

wa? .un.ning the Rural ist during the campaign.

Loucks, who con.tinue.d to he lis ed on

h e n ewspaper's masthead as

editor, was in the S·rnth campaigning for Weaver.
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J. R. Lowe, listed

as associate e d i t or, was campaigning across South Dakota for the
Independent ticket.

96

T 1e

.dit0rial offices were still in Huron and

the pap er was published every Thursday inst ead of every Wednesday.
In Sept ember , however , a br-·ef ·terr, stated tha t after Jan. 1, 1893,
the weekly woul d no longer be free with t:1e payment of alliance dues.
''The Rural is t lost too mu ch money," t he item exp lained, adding the
price per year would be $1 when 1893 b ga n .
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The staff of the

Ruralist was nonetheless proud of its efforts, notin g as the campaign
drew to a close:
The Ruralist has improved not only in apr earance but
in the matter it contains, ever since the present
managemen t Itook over]. It is a vote make r and should
be in the hands of thousands more in South Dakota.
Our thousands of friends ought to do all possible to
inc rease its list. It is an educator, strikes hard
blows on provocation yet it does not antagonize to
.
· •.
98
the extent of angering the opposition.
The statement was more laudatory than fa ctual.

By the

100

campaign of 1892, the Ruralist had developed into a full-fledged
partisan newspaper, backing the Independents and populism nationally.
It undoub tedly angered Republicans and fusi onis ts quite a bit.
Desp i .. e :i:ts e ff orts, however, election day brought a "stunning
defeat" to the Independents.
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Not only was Van Osdel easily defeated

by Sheldon, but a mere 17 I ndependents were elec ted to the state
legislature.

100

When the new legislature convened in January 1893,

only a single Independent-support ed m.e asure- - t he election of railroad
commissi oners --was enacted.

But a s Profe .. so r Kenneth E. Hendrickson

noted, refo rm was no t dead in So uth Dakoca~

The sentiment for free

coinage of si lver was growing in the sate an d th e wily U.S, Senator
.
l
. l i. ze on it.
. 101
pans
to capita
P ett i grew was ma k 1ng

At the same time, .

the Ruralist's editor was engage d i n a struggle for the presidency of
the Southern Alliance.
Memphis, Nov embe

1892

When del egates of the Southern Al liance gathered in Memphis,
Tennessee, in November 1892, they were divided along lines similar to
those divi ding the Dakota Farme r s' Alliance CTore than two years earlier~
C. W. Macune, who wanted the alliance to remain politically nonpartisan,
fought for the presidency against Loucks, who led the third party
forces. 102

Not only were Loucks' forces better organized, they had

assistance from H. E~ Taubeneck, chairman of the People ~s Party
executive committee,

Although not even a member of the Southern

Alliance, Taubeneck had arrived in Memphis several days before the
convention began and "seemed to be managing Loucks' campaign for

101

re-e 1 ecti. on. "103

T aub eneck and oth~r People 's Party officials

apparent ly wanted a Loucks victory to insure the alliance would
remain an " adjunct " to the nat ional thir d party~

104

A last-minute

rally- by the Macune forces was so vigorous t ha t Taubeneck, who had
directed Louckr-' campaign thr ough "trust ed lieutenants . . . was
compelled t o come out of his [hotel] room and . . . take personal
c h arge o f t h e contest on b ea
h lf o f I.oucks,

1110 5

Macune's followers

felt cert ain of victory, but Louc ks' support er s "had little to say but
appeared eager for the fight

11106

After Loucks had called the con ~nti on to order, a dispute
arose over voting procedures.

The Flori<l3 del egation had three votes

but only one delegate and convention chairman Mann Page was asked if
the dele gate could cast one or three votes.

Page, a "warm supporter

of the candidacy of Loucks," rule d the delegate co uld cast but one
vote, 107 a decision all but sealing Loucks 1 vic tory .

108

The

convention then erupted into wild disorder and a s th e Memphis
Appeal-Avalanche reported:
It was a continuous squabble , an uproar,
a Babel of conflicting voices . Many members
left the hall in disgust . . . but so great 109
was the confusion that they were not misse d.
The session ended without any action b2ing taken by delegates
on selecting a presi dent.

When the convention opened again the

following morning, former Confederate General A. M. West told
110
delegates that Macune had wit hdrawn from the race.
Immediately ~
after the announcement, Loucks ' supporters moved quickly and "before
the dazed followers of Macune could realize what it all meant, a
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formal bal lot was being cast"

111

and Loucks was elected to a full

term as pres iden t.
Th e result of the vote had ha rdly been announced
when Chairman Page turned to Loucks,, who ha,d just
ente red t he hall , and requested him t o come forward
and take the chair. President Loucks received no
wa rm welcome from his people. In fac t, hi s
recep tion as he walked down the stage to the
cha i r was decidedly chilly . A few of his
intimate fol lowers clapped but the r ank and
fi le made no sign.112
Angered at being outmanuevered) Mtc une and his followers met
to discuss the pos s ibility of bo lting t h
decided not to, registering instead a

al liance,

They ultimately

:c o n g prot est which deplored

the "false, cruel unjust warfa re which has been wage d upon Brother
C. W. Macune by partisan leaders througho ut the coun try. 11
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That night Loucks met in his hotel room with a reporter from
the Appeal-Avalanche and min imized the import anc e of the convention
fight.

"Storms must occur, you know, 11 Loucks s aid, :'so that the air

. puri. f.1e d a f terwar.
d r, 114
1s

Louc ks also denied t ha t his election meant the Southern
Alliance would be "carried bodily into the third pa rty."
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In an

answer t hat undoubtedly had more than one int erpretation, Loucks said
that whi le he did not plan to make the association a partisan
organizat ion, the Southern Alliance "is intensely political in its
.
,,116
demands but it is not partisan.
Marion Butler, president of the No rth Carolina Alliance, was
chosen vice president and would succeed Loucks when his term ended
February 1894.

While president, Loucks ran the Southern Alliance's

in

103

headqua rt ers i.n Washingt on , D.C.

In addition to other alliance

activit ies , he was involved in numerous fa rming conferences. 117

Back

home in So uth Dakota ,, the sentiment for silver and fusion with the
Democrats was gr owing .
Fusion Triumphs
In m:i. d· .. 18 93, Pet tigrew announced his decision to seek
another te rm i n U e U S. Senate and that fal l, hoping to gain from
1

silver' s gr wing popularity , began organizing "Bimetallic Leagues, 11118
Under Pe tti grew ' s urging, the R publi can Party adopted a plank in its
platform de claring for a currency backed by bo th silver and gold.
As part of forming the "Bimetallic Leagues," Pettigrew and his
colleagues p lanned a " massive propaganda

amp aign designed to convince

farmers tha t thei r economic sal 1ation lay wi t h continued loyalty to the
Repub 1 ican Party.

11119

When the Independen s mt in June 18 94 to nominate a ticket
for the fal l election, a resoluti on endors ing fu sion with the
Democrat s was defeated through the vigorous opp osition of Loucks.

120

He decla red that th e party's plat form "was adequate and that fusion
would only cost vo tes and cause the re f orm movement to lose its integrity." 121

.
122
Demo c rats meeting in September a 1 so reJ. ecte d f usion.

During the campaign, Loucks made wha t must have been a rather
startling st atement:

had it not been for the "bossism which refused a

fair figh t within the ranks of the republican party [sic], there would
have been no third party in the state .

11123

Rath er than fighting th.e

party per se, Loucks opposed the party's refus al to give credence to

104

demands o f the economically opp r es sed farme r s .
On Septenilier 6~ the Ruralis t continued its opposition to
fusion.
off"

124

Ruralis t

The

-~'I.a qJ~-9_'9-__0ut look

had a dvised ref ormers to r"pull Mr. Loucks

be for :, t h~'! for:e s of reform suffered too greatly.

The

c o111r1K·nt: ed;

Funny how the S. utloo k, a democratic [ s i c] paper should
now s o earni::,stl y give the advice the republican [sic]
pape rs ha v0 heen giving the Populists e ver since the
pa rty WE f, O).'f;dni.z:ed ~ and still Loucks st i cks , Why this
wrat h? SJ.mply beeause we are opposed t o the idea of the
Po p 11 i s t .. : of lfobraska sending W. J. Bryan, a Democrat~
to the U"S" Senate , or Senator Morgan back from
Al a bama by P pjltst votes.
We havE1 ncvi':r objec ted to Mr. Bryan or Mr. Morgan, or any
othe1· got_,, d n -1.:mcrat coming into the Po pul ist ranks,
Inde:! .d, wr: are v !l:Y anxi ous for their c oming. But how
we could J.n<.h.1r·e them to leave democracy by voting for them
to remai n tJ 0n.~ is a quest ion that puzzles us. Will
th e Outlook plea se exp l ain? 125
j

Th e Rura1:ist added that Morgan's
the fr ee co 'i.JT:1gG. of silver did

11

and Bryan's advocacy of

not make them Populists by any means.

The Rural ist cont i nued:
To claim that the Populists of Nebraska should support
Bryan for U.S. Senator because he advo cates that one
plank of t he Populist platform wo uld be equivalent to
st ating that the Populis ts of So uth Dakota should
haul down their state ticket since the Republican
convent ion adopted a silver plank.1 2 7
The returns on election day did not favor the Independents.
Their gub e rnatorial candidate, 70-year-old Isaac Howe, was defeated
by the Republican Sheldon, who was seeking a second term, and only 24

. l
128
Independents were elected to the state 1 egis ature.

A

Republican

controlled legislature ensured that Pettigrew would te re-elected to
the U.S. Sena te.

11126
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St ill not swayed by th e political opportunity offered in
merger wi th th e Democra ts , t he Ruralist stated the following May:
In South Dakota we have f ought fusion from the
st art . . . ln our j udgment we will never succeed
in th i. s state. until we can assure the dissatisfied
Rep ub lican voters that Populi st success does not
mean semi-democrat ic vic tory. 1 29
Lo u kf:> ar.d the Ru.alist , however, were unable to halt the
fusion which f ·.na. ly oc.c·.urred during the summer of 1896.

As the

1891 election .: f ,.,arnes H. Kyle to the U.S. Senate had shown, South
Dakota Ind e end.Fl! ts <:ould only be successful af ter merging with

In Jmw : . 9f. Pettigrew was a rJelegat e to the Republican
national co n,enti.on and when the pa rty committ ed itself to the gold
standard , he J oined 31~ d<:.legates who dramatically left the gathering. 130

Th E~

:H'O

esters for ,.e d the Silver Republican Party and

Pettigrew ret v r.t1cd hom(~ to organize s uch a party in South Dakota.
He was rep ud iar·ed by South Dakota Re publicans a t their convention
July

s131

and six days lat er, when the Independent Party gathered

at Huron , Pett igrew publically declared himself a populist.

132

Meeting with the Independents were rGp resent atives of the
state's nas cent Silver Rep ublican

arty.

A reso lution instructing

delegates to the na tional People's Party convention in St. Louis to
vote for th e nomination of Bryan was fought by Loucks and others opposing
.
133
f usion.

After thr ee hours of heated debate, the resol.u tion was

. f
.
f
134
adopted, signaling defeat for Lo ucks and t h e anti- usion orces.

After more debat e, the anti-fusionists suffered a second
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defeat .

Del egates by a vote of 499 to 71 fa vored merging with the

Democrat s on a state ticket

135

Delega tes fina lly- agreed on Andrew

E! Lee, a Vermi l lj_on busines sman and popular a dvocate of silver, as
their cand id at.e for go vernor~

136

Sout h Dakota Democrats soon .after-

ward ca lled of£ t heir _o nvent ion and strengthened the IndependentSilver Rep ublican. coali tion b y endorsing Lee a nd the fusionist
ticket.

137
Out of more than 80,0 0 0 vot es east in November 1896, Lee was

. o f :,'"'31. vot es . 138
e 1 ec t e d governor b ya sen
1 d er margin

The ticket also

captured a clear majority of 17 in the s tate l egislature.

By joining

with two other groups, the Indep end nt & had f inally captured the
0

.
reins
o f state governmen t. 1 39

When the legis l at ure convened in

January 18 97, members be g an t o consider elect i ng a U.S~ Senator.

Kyle

sought re- election and one of h is challengers was H. L. Loucks.
Return to the Republican Par ty
When the f usi on coali t ion caucused at th e start of the
1897 legis lative session, they endorsed no c andi date for the U.S.
Senate.

Kyl e, who se election in 1891 was hailed as a triumph for the

Independent s, was " cordially hated" by Le e and Pettigrew, fusionist
leaders. 140

Kyle's name was placed before the legislature but on

the first b allo t d id not get the necessa r y 85 votes to win.
Louc ks was not a contender in the init ial ballot and his role
in events tha t f o l lowed is not completely clear.

But on January 20,

his name came before the legi slature and Loucks received 14 votes
to Kyle's 33 _141

The decision to enter parliamentary combat against the
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man after whom he named his son must have been a difficult one for
Loucks.

Rumors circulating through the legislature that Kyle was

negotiating for Republican support

142

were probably a factor in his

move.
Eight days later Loucks abandoned his quest, releasing his
supporte rs in an atmosphere that ' 1was full of combinations and
sales."

143

Balloting continued until February 18 when, "in a sudden

and whol ly unexpected coup," the legislature's Republicans threw
their vot es to Kyle, and he was elected."

144

Loucks never forgave this action of Kyle's and, returning
home to Clear Lake, forbade anyone to call his youngest · son Kyle
again, but rather to call him by his first name, Daniel.

145

Lo ucks apparently had a falling out with Wardell later on,
after which he declared he would never name a child after a living
. 146
person aga in.
Kyl e was unconcerned about his denunciation by the fusionists,
explaining shortly after his re-election:
Under ordinary circumstances I could continue a
populist in good standing, but the corrupt influence
and powerful machine installed in the party have,
regardless of party welfare, by persecution of my
friends and venomous and false personal attacks,
attempted in the interest of a small clique of new~
found allies to thwart my re-election and have
sough t to ~ ive me from the party which I helped
1
to found.

7

The same was apparently true of Loucks and the fusionists.
He grew increasingly estranged from Governor Lee after Lee failed to
appoint "many of the old Populist figures" to positions in state

108

government .

148

Pettigrew, recognizing Loucks' influence with the

farmers, was ci r c umspect, saying early in 1898:
My policy in regard to Mr. Loucks is to treat him
with the u tmost kindness and consideration.
It is
certain that he will fight within the Populist party
[the fus i on coalition] and will even support the
ticket. Loucks is a man of ability and of character
and of gr eat service to the cause which entitles him
to much c on sideration.149
Loucks argued with Pettigrew that the Democrats had absorbed
the Independent Part y and in the resulting fusion had abandoned
prin ciples upon which the Independents were formed.

Pettigrew

apparen tly felt that Loucks would work for the fusionists after all,
"for he has sense e nough to know that he is running counter to the
general wish of the people of the state."

150

In early April, shortly

before he made a momentous decision, Loucks received a letter from an
apparently exasperat ed Pettigrew which stated in part:
I must say that I am at a loss as to what you are
driving at . You first wrote me that you are in
favor of cooperation, at least so I interpreted
your letter , b ut opposed to fusion. Now you say
cooperation is simply a delusion, a snare, and a
lie . . . . I am well aware of your great influence
in the stat e, but for you to undertake to work
up a sentiment in opposition to cooperation,
which will carry the state for us is not dictated,
in my opinion, b y good judgment, 1 51
Loucks completed the circle of his political ' career in April
1898 whe n he a nn ounced his return to the Republican Party.
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The

move angered Lee and Pettigrew but in renouncing the fusionists, he
contribut e d his influence to another first for South Dakota:
adoption of the i nitiative and referendum.

109

nAn Able Letter''
In "An Able Letter,'' a privately printed broadside, Loucks
detailed with great vehemence his estrangement with the fusionists, and
espe cially the Democratic Party.

Though dated "1900," this author

bel i eves the pamphlet could only have been written during the
campaign o f 1 898.
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The basis of his argument, as it had been for

many years , was principle.
He attacked t he fusfbnists for searching for what they could
make the "paramoun t i ssue" to be used against Republicans.
endo r s ed initiative and the referendum.

They first

When the Republicans agreed

to s tudy the two measures, fusionists realized both would be ineffective
as po liti cal weapons.

So, said Loucks~ the coalition "promptly dropped

the 'paramount i s sue, ' demonstrating very plainly that it was not 'the
iss ue ' no r 'the principle' they wanted, but the offices.

11155

The fusion ists t hen cast about for other issues, first
oppos ing American i nvol vement in the war in Cuba, and then supporting
it.

Finally th ey s ettled on opposition to the railroads.
The fu sionist l egislature of 1897 had adopted a law empowering

the railroad commission to set a schedule of rates for railways in
the state .

The Chicago, Mi l waukee and St. Paul Railroad promptly

began legal a ction a n d succeeded in convincing a judge to issue an
injunct i on against the schedule.
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In his broadside, Loucks argued

that the fusioni sts were actually working against their position that
the legis latur e s h oul d regulate railroad rates.

Prominent fusionis t

attorney s were i n the employ of the railroads, charged Loucks.

llO

In the end, he concluded the "paramount issue" of the
fusion ists
i s the most bare-faced, farcical, hypocritical
att empt t o deceive and fool an intelligent
const ituency ever perpetrated on this or any
other s ta tei by political party, or combination
o f pa r t ies . 57
He sealed h is break with the fusionists by saying he hoped
they rece ived a "s t inging and well-merited rebuke" at the polls in
November .
I nitiative and Referendum
At the Republican convention in Mitchell in August 1898, a
letter from Louck s was read announcing his return to the Republican
Party , "whereupon joyful pandemonium held supreme control for several
minutes. 11 158

I n the le tter he asked the party to endorse the

init i at ive and referendum, two measure$ that would place more power
over legislation in the hands of the populace.

No other state had

such p rovisions at th e time and South Dakota was voting on them in the

.
159
elect i on o f 1898.

While Republican delegates declined to support

the measu r e , t hey agreed to study it .
Loucks had fought for initiative and referendum, arguing in an
article that ye ar that "Every citizen should support it, because it is
right, and will pr ove an effective safety valve for the discontent
of the people. 1116 0
government.

The measure would not "abrogate representative

The people will continue to elect representatives to
~

enact the ir laws , but they will reserve the right to sanction or veto
th em.

11161

111

Whi le Loucks credited Aberdeen priest Rev. Robert

w.

Haire as

the originator of the initiative and referendum, he felt that his
letter to the Republican convention "was the culminating factor that
.
.
11 162
secure d its
a d option.

Loucks' support and the tacit approval of

the Republicans were certainly, this writer believes, important factors,
for both measures were adopted in the November election.
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South

Dakota became the first state to allow its citizens direct control over

. l ation.
.
164
1 egis
The fusi onists, on the other hand, suffered in the election
for every one of their candidates but Lee was defeated,

With the

defection of so many of its influencial members and the return of
rising far m prices, the farmers' protest began to collapse. 165
Kingsbury noted that the election of 1898 had "sealed the fate of
.
h.is state. ul66
popu1 ists int

In the election of 1900, their rout was

complete as the Republicans captured the governorship and control of

. l ature. 167
testate
1 egis
h

National Republican leaders such as Theodore

Roosevelt and Mark Hanna had come to South Dakota to campaign against
Pettigrew, who was defeatea.

168

At the Dakota Ruralist, Loucks had been joined as editor by
William E. Kidd in 1894 and the paper had merged with the Aberdeen
Star. 169

Early in 1895 Loucks moved further away from the paper by

remaining at Clear Lake and sending in his editorials from there.

170

The paper probably ceased publication in 1904, although _the exact date
remains unclear.

171

Late in the decade, Pettigrew apparently considered purchasing

112

the Ruralist.

Included in the proposed deal was a provision that

Loucks not e dit any other papers if he stepped down from his
position at the Ruralist.
further.

The proposal, however, never got any
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Truly Independent
After breaking with the fusionists in 1898, Loucks never

became ac tive in the Republican Party.

He moved to Watertown in

1908 and concentrated more ort writing.

Loucks had written a number

of privately printed books that dealt with the twin themes of controlling railroads and the money in circulation.

The first of

these, The New Monetary System appeared in 1893 followed by
Government Ownership of Railroads and Telegraphs in 1894, Farm
Problems and State Development in 1914 and Common Sense Rural Credits
in 1915.

173
Loucks made an independent bid for the U.S. Senate in 1914

and developed his campaign around an unusual strategy:

174

astrology~

In a letter to Robins on, Loucks explained:
I have a friend, an astrologer, in New Jersey, whom
I first met in Minneapolis and he has certainly been
175
very correct in my horoscope up to the present time,
In the same letter he explained that he would probably face
Republican Coe I. Crawford in the 1914 senate race and wanted some
information on the principal events in Crawford•s life.

"I have a

good deal of faith in astrology and it is for that reason I wish the
information ,

u

he wrote.

176

A few months later he wrote, requesting

"as good a nativity of C. H. Burke as you did of Coe I, Crawford. i:

177
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Early i n 1914 he wrote again for details on three other candidates. 178
The a strology was no help to Loucks for in the election of
1914 he came i n the fifth of five candidates, polling a paltry

2,104 votes.

1 79

It was his last venture into elective politics.

In la te summer 1916, Loucks wrote to Doane Robinson, a former
adver sa ry with whom he corresponded.

He said he was finishing his

latest work, entit led The Conspiracy of the House of Morgan

-180
Exposed and How t o Defeat It.

In the volume Loucks argued that

farme rs were suffering because the New York banking house of Morgan
had thr ough trickery obtained control over the money in circulation.
One o f the first s teps in combating it should be the enactment of

.
181
stri ct laws agains t usury.

Money was a product of government and

he argue d that the government should issue money directly to the
peop l e and not to banks like Morgan's which charged usurious interest

. 182
rat e s f or it.
Loucks also attacked his old foes, the railroads, saying they
were:
public highways,
the pub lic. All
compensation for
n ot the employee

chartered by the public, to serve
they are entitled to is a reasonable
services performed, and the employer,
should be the judge. 1 83

By Janua r y 1919,

Loucks was completing another book,

Our Dai ly Bread , which he told Robinson dealt

"with the one thing I

think by fa r the most important--BREAD--WHEAT--FLOUR--BREAD.

11184

In

it, he des crib ed his experiences in Minneapolis with the Scandinavian
Elevator Company and argued for farmers owning their own terminal
grain elev a tor s.
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When Our Daily Bread was published later that year, Loucks
was 73 years old and still engaged in writing projects.

Three years

later he published a 61-page pamphlet entitled "The Mythica,l Gold
Bas e , :, which continued the arguments for an expanded currency, which
would b e issued directly to the American people.
Much of h i s writing during these final years of his life was
done in the den at h is home at 400 Third Street, Watertown.

His

granddaughters would v i sit for a few weeks in the summer and while
his wife Florence ente rtained them, Loucks remained at work in his
den.

"He was alway s t y ping his political papers, which didn't mean

anything to me then," said Mrs. Thorne Lee of Sioux Falls,. a
.
. .
. l 185
gr an dd a u g h ter o f L ouc k s, i n reca 11 ing a visit as a young gir.
When not b e f ore the typewriter, Loucks would entertain his
grandchildren with tales of Canada and early days in Dakota Territory.
He also played a game where he asked them to pull on his wooden leg
unti l it came off i n their hands.
del ight e d, recalled Mrs. Lee.

The children were terrified but

186

In February 1928, Florence Loucks died and in May Loucks turned
82.

The last months of his life must have been lonely ones.

One

grandchild, Charlotte Morris of Youngstown, Ohio, recalled that Loucks
often sat quietly on the front porch .,watching neighborhood
activitie s. "

187

In mid- December, Loucks went to visit his <laugh t _er, Elizabeth~
in Clear Lake .

At five in the morning of Dec. 29, 1928 he died at

her home afte r "a g eneral break down.

11188

His obituary noted with

115

simple elegance that Loucks had been considered "the father of
the national populist party."

189

While such may have been an

exaggeration, he was certainly the father of South Dakota populism.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
A s.i.ngle

t.1e.mE

domi na ted the a ctivism of H. L. Loucks and, by

extension th e 1.tfe nf th~,; Dakota Ruralis t:

the importance of

principle s as a gi.:,tdc to po l itical act ion .

During the 14 years of his

all iance an.d pop ul:i :>t invo l v ement, fro m 1884 until 1898, Loucks
repeatedl y demarn.h:.,l great er public control of the railroads and a
greater a mo1..mt-· of money i.n c i rculat ion .

Such beliefs formed the

framework of wha:t... if1sues he s uppo rted and wh a t issues he opposed.

And

an importa nt Vt::hid.e tha t transport e d the se c onvic tions to his
consti tuen cy was the Dako ta Rural i st .
The news paper began in 1887 as an a gency of the Dakota
Farmers' Al liance:1 the same year t he alliance expanded its cooperative
buying a n d insl ranee ventures.
later as Rura li st edit or
newspape r' s content s .

1

Loucks as alliance president and

undoubtedly had p rofound influence on the

The Ruralis t , t hi s writer believes, did not

so much reflec t real ity as it did a point of view.
The fa rme rs

had already begun t o organiz e alliances before

Loucks ar rived i n Dakota Territory in 1884.

Rapidly growing railroads

and easily a vailable credit had lured thousands to the open prairies
during the ear ly 1880s

but their hopes evapora ted in short order1

Railroad s and grain elevators joined to control the marketing of their _
2

crops and when the credit contracted, farmers sank deep into debt. -·
Cont rol o f the burgeoning railroads and expansion of the
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curren cy i· · · ;-.,
1870s

a n··

ur.,':·c:cl e arlier , the former by the Grangers in the

:<..-11
j ~:

,:i

by the Greenback and silver movements.

tt . . ·:

prec ed en t

3

The

la id out for Dakota alliance men in the 1880s.
·.i •1

.,,

than just lead farmer s when elected president

r ;,,!

of th e Dah, : •, Ve., ;,:: c• ' Al l iance in 1886, this writer believes.
he fought i , .:'
lowe ring ··: :-:: .: i

1

i

"\n,~·· ·f ; •; :. t..• am :Al ioration for the farmers,

1 ·;,

1 : ~- c,·

i~

thes e c ondi. ·:·.:', ·•.;c ..
uti lities,

kr; __.·.~() a ds

_: :, =·. -~:- .u ~!:H;.. d

·~,f-

not by gi a1;i

: he als o set

,- _ .s • .i}

,1 ,: ,.·1

_.,._

4

While

such as for

out to fo rmulate the causes for

and the coinage of money were public
and should b e con trolled by the public,

r porations or New Yo rk banking houses.

He

probably c.--o, .. n ,. ·:; ·u · ,,·::- t hat to counterbalance these two great interests,
the peop l e --·

~:'.g1

But to build

n

:i : i

t.

rnta , th e f armers--had to control government.

i'.Cr.,.,_,i:~ri.~j,us

an org an of m.'3..;-:::-;
B

r•::i

1:,)'

l!:-:· Fa \.i.

of J. W. H.atJer..,

.fo r ind ependent poli tical action, he needed

.muni a tion and found it in the Dakota Ruralist.

1

t)f

1888, when Loucks became active in the campaign

fa mers had been elected to the state legislature.

But th ey remained membe rs of the. Republican Party and their efforts
at reform wer.e thwarted by the party leadership.

5

Using the Ruralist

as his vehi cle, Loucks a r gued that the principl es of a candidate must
be cons ide red before his party affiliation.
party" theme i n two lengthy

Using his "principle over

letters to the Rural ist in the fall of

1888 and t he spring of 1889, Loucks pressed for direct action by
farmers.
Other as pects of the Ruralist aided this consensus building.
In its pages, farmers exchanged their ideas on farming and railed
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a ga i nst tl,~: r, ;:.:.rr.:e :r ved v:i. llany of railroads an d those who controlled the
money sup rJ.,
writer beJ

.~r

-faci litated communica t io n among farmers, this

:ii':

·.'l ·: · ·.3 ..

::·

he Rur alist served to rein f orce farmers' opinions

on t he c:n. ·'·"' · ·· ,. .

I..'

,:1•.7:i :r

problems and to isolate ways of alleviating

them .
D. 1·c i .. ··. ... u(~ '.'- l .ltrmce convention in December 1888, Loucks
advo cat ed
Rural is t

1 , i

;

~,

·d

,.:·1 • 1:~

" Our rai lr.,_,'.~v:, ..
governmenl

11, J ·1.,·: o~nH:•. r s hip of railro a ds.

t:;•:

-:~i: . .:

i

'i:<. 1,1 ·1 1 :lanc e
1 ..

1d ,, t

•.1[·::·LccU·tl

6

Four months later the

platform, one plank of which stated:

t he earliest possible date be bought by the
i n the interest o f the whole people."

7

The same p l::1 L :£'1.;;rn, ~d ,t-;;,r, calle d for the governmen t to loan money, at
r easonab l e

!'ii [ C[-';

~·

-f

;

nt eres t , directly t o the p eople.

8

Mer·r:, ad/' . .1t::·,t,y ·,m s no t enough, however, and Loucks continued
urging f arwen:1 to take the re i ns of government t hemselves.
t he fi r st

stffp2 t~

was fo rmed.·9

Th

1

They took

this end i n J une 1890, when t he Independent Party
change i n far mers' methods was reflected in the

Dako ta Rurali?.._~; for t he newspaper unabashedly backed the Independent
Party a s a way to all ev i a t e the condi t ion of the farmers.

Republican

candida te s were a t ta cked in its pages as tools of the railroads and
Indep end ent candidates we r e presented as instruments of the farmers"
betterment .

I n the h eat ed campaign of 1892, when Independent Abraham

van Os del cha llenged Republican Charles Sheldon for governor, Ruralist
columnist Louis N. Crill wrote:
Where ar e you at, Mr. Sheldon ? At work for the same
old boss , Pettigrew. After those f or e i gn born
ci tizens who won't drop in under the party lash.
Stumpi n g the stat e apparently in the i nterest of
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yr:w;·. eJ .f, b ut rea lly in the interest of the
:d..ni,· .
t~eeping one eye on the public crib and
Hui v~~".,·f ng Van Osdel with the other as he speeds
~i~>~J:ci t · .''i.!dt:tn g fr iends by the hundreds, and
·'•:c~t" \ 1 :·•f:, f~ J bo :;s in common sympathy with the
-~-~► ,;~: /~;.' i ~· • J ;_)

Jn

~

h:

t •.a.rhul i~nce creat ed by the emergence of the Independents,

the Repub ~: ·. ,- ·' u;;i':.:1.nttt:Lon of state government was threatened for the
fi rst t i.mE· '.. ; ·;::,:! D.alc>ta. Territo ry was organized in 1861.

The

Rep ub lie.a n•·., .- ;<-.fft: _; w2d :-, p owerful foe, but politicians began to see a
way they

Le t.H?.: ten :

m j~~b1.

Independen t~;

fusi on.

If Democra ts united with

t--t',•c:· rF..,c;r_;,)_ ting coalition might overpower the Republican

hegemony .

Lo uch'.

B1Ei

wi th h im the Ruralist, opposed the merger~

If the

Democrats :.ceaJ ') y beli eved populist principles, they could join the
Independent F.m -y as many erstwhile Republican farmers had done,
He argued t111:-1u:-;--5h th e Ruralist that "We have a grand platform of
princip les on whic.h we can conscientiously invit e all men to stand
111
We must stick to that text .. 1.

for the sa.ke of princip les. .
As he said in 1 898:

"The surest and quickest way to destroy

a reform party is for the older parties to adopt the most popular
.
.
nl2
and merito rious princip 1 es o f t h e new organiz ation.

But fusion

grew in po pularity among those--notably, U.S . Senator Richard
Pettigrew--who would oust the Republicans.

Loucks and the Ruralist

would not yield, opposing fusion all the way to its victory in 1896.
Always the argument was the same:

If the Democrats suppo.r ted the

populist principles espoused by the Independents, why did they not
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j oin t h 1::: party'?

In the en d Lou cks rebuked the fusionist s and, in returning
to his fo ·i mer e 1 .,my, the Republicans, aga i n acted on the basis of
principle •

:i P.

·.

.,·.;i.erwtng the political campaign of 1898, he praised

the Repub ·u ·;

'i·

ref erendvc·· .

\il ··J J. e Democ ra ts adopted these two reform measures

t::n~ t

h~i r decision to study the initiative and

without. re;) L1 J

t : :.1.de.J: s tanding

step.

th'i.! i:;:)p ularity of both proposals, the Republicans chose

D eR ,.':i U

to study r :'..t 11".r
to fa ce d.e J ~. ci

.

t::id orse them.

dtaii
(' f \

a victo ry by tl-e

them, the Republic ans took a more prudent

Loucks said the party "preferred

;,r· ·•wip les they believed in, rather than to insure
i

::H

c,p r. io n of a resolution they ~ere not sure of. 1t

13

Both wer e adopted that ye ar with Loucks ' support , this writer believes,
bein g an itrrr, Jr cant facto r .
ThE- }_1.Ltra)ist, however, was not the only means by which Loucks
advoca ted ___ f(,:rm~ l ut wa s rather a trumpet he could sound when he
chose to .

As well as being Rur alist editor, he was an active president

of the Dakota Farmers' Alliance, the Independent Party's first
candidat e for governor and twice a candidate for the United States
Senate.

He j o ined with the populist movement on the national level

as president of t he National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union
(Southe rn Alliance) between 1892 and 1894 and as permanent chairman
of the fir s t national populist convention in July 1892.

By the mid 1890s,

William E. Kidd joined Loucks as editor

of the Dako ta Ruralist and Loucks' influence probably began to wane.
Loucks moved back to Clear Lake where he wrote editorials and
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co

.i.;:iu{~d writing bo oks on government and the monetary system.

It is

u nc .:,:•.~ff prec' · ~·t1ly when Loucks severed his relationship with the weekly

b ut it wa t;

·1 r1.i': ·1.bJy

bef ore April 1898, when he denounced the

fus ioni. st::·, n,·.·' • , ..i. 1n:1.ed to the Republican Party .
1

the coali'i'

i ·.•·

diff i. cult .
pro bab ly

....

His condemnation of

•,1ld have mad e being editor of the Ruralist very
wc~ek.Jy i ts elf l as ted only a few more years, until

,·t,1

]Yq. " ~.1-•fo,·e

it ceased pub lication.

14

I u~ '.:"'"d• 1~ :i 1::ond uit for Loucks' reform ideas, this writer

b elieves p L~:,

<""r.,

The Rura li~-: -

(.i;.,.1.in•f·<.

t

hi::: -~} ~J-~Jta Ru ralist in a unique category of newspapers,
•.)b j ec tivity to fight fo r a select group of

citizens-- ·\.w .fa r·ri1f:rs of Dako ta.
cons ciousn es~~
act ion.

By raising their political

d,2. Rurr1l ist served to unite farmers for political

TK' rr::lac ·.onshi p of mass communication and the mobilization

for pol i t icn. 1 a:: t1.on, this writer believes, is a link worthy of much
greater st udy.

Are c haracteristics of the Rur alist

paper re f lect~d in other advocacy journals?

studied in this

His torically, there are

many unexp lor _d corners of the Dakota farmer s' protest,

What did men

like Alonz o Wardell, J. W. Harden, George Crose, J. R. Lowe contribute
to the mo v ement?

And wha t did groups like the Prohibition Party, the

Knigh ts o f Lab or and the Socialist Party, all friendly contemporaries
of the Ind ependent Party, contribute to reform in the state?
For out of this reform effort, although it did not assume
definite shape until much lat er, grew a new relationship b_etween the
government and its citiz ens.

Loucks and the Ruralist called for an

activist government, one he felt would curb the abuses that emerging
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co rp cn:c at e gi ants were inflicting on th e people.

The federal

gover men t wou l d late r broaden regulat io n of business with the
en~i·::tment of such agenci es as the Federal Reserve System, the
Federal Trade Cormrds s ion and, in the 19 30s, Securities and Exchange
Comml.s sio n .

Wld,, .. e

the atmosphere for t his new relationship was long

in emerg ir1g} ;'}ds writer believes that H. L. Loucks aided its

for mulatJon and the Ruralist formed one of its earliest
co nstituen ci i::• r;;,
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, ·a n , ·:,inp••u-..1,h• f11 r d,•ft•(·t h ·1• 1 li u., t,;,c~t'<l Wtut
full hh,...._t e,\l ~hurt. :t11prt1,•i:,t,,·,• an,i th ·, ·,, r rt'~ \'•' tl,.i ~"-1 ~""'l'-'1 __.i.c(~-~~N: .. i; ~"tJ ;~., ,"lb ...... t:..t9 -i~
1,, ,.,. ,1 ;,; I! ., r Lad i,l,u>1J. Th•• j' rincip,u •! H<'rn : tt.i:it :L ~po!tt><l •mi11111l w:l.• tL 1>,•,·on, ir,-11t.111"nt Ii i.,. w .. 11 t•r.-. i ,rnim,.i:4.
• .-,...11,· .. , ,r m i :...-.i ~ •..,. ,.;.,._. ,. (,· \!',,.- :'t..""'~C'f'r'
thal ~ik.•· 1, .. ~•-· '~ \&I~,· :'i t111i \·.,.r:o-nl :uuJ tifl · 11 r-~J anli ~ •li t•'\\·."-"' ;~ 1'1,U~tl .-\n~u~. ,,r
1'ht1rt1(on• t h r .!-, itt•n r l' tl\:trk ··! t'lt.•,ttr I l•h --,i :-11h.i !h rt \' C':-,~1:- i~1: ta~r!I t::.-. c...a-;.,..
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,.,
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in the •c ll'l!CO, .. r numlwr-< . . I•:,·,•ry
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I am a !armer;
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cnn•ii!eretl une l1111f lh~ brnl. Th,• r,,ol • <tU:tht~· 11{ thr but<'llt'N'1I •mmab.
I
lwrl.•hil'\• ,,. " ..tn'"'i..""f'r •N ,,....
i,.ta pr&:tio.:c pr.,nllc11t ,unung farnwn< ••f
lm•trm.."ti\·,. ,4 111,liti,.,. )."l'D•'"'ll~· 1· r.-.t.•m · ! l•n-t>,I "ilh ~tn·r::.....·r ia•i;i><-u., UIP,.l\ll"P
u:;hu; hull:; .. r wi ..••• ll:u1c<111" hr,.,•,lin!t i111tt.• in th .. f,•m:>I .. , ,., ..1 r.--•n ""'I iu- ! h"" ;.-rt>:11.-r r,,r.,.,,.;.. Th.- Jrllirsl~• ~•t·:inn°' 1,.. too warntlf dt"f""'nll#tl. ~ 1..cin,:t lll'in~ ,.., " ""rly "lli"'l tht> r.. m,u,., it~ i n t:,'-·1-1 i,. i.,"m......t. wwwa::du~
m:1.ny farmers pt-nri,;c in till' notion tl111l 1 "'""' i.:-nlll~· ,1.,1 .. r,uin..,. ui...- ,111,..i1i,,,. i ,u1&I ,..·,ivil\·.
.
~
thl!.y w,mt :1 gout! looking :111irual ""•I ,.,.r.. I in !ht' o~r111~. Quaiitj ,,r ('hy,•k :u prv•
T!li" ,;h,1~1.1 t-.• at• 1hr ru,'4l1Pr• ..S ~.,.
uni li ttle iibout i~ bltiu.i,
portion, 11nd l'"""'"r" ""' m<•l"l' 11pt t,1 f,J . I mali. ..,. lt.-r ttrr t..•n~•~ .,,1,. 1,,"'1 111,~ _ . . . . .
A e n,,.:; hrt'tl anim:tl•i• ,,ft,.-n in it•••lr 11.. -11,t>-~il"I', wb.il,io miml ii, th.- humaa tu,,L n; r.,1,.,,.1 l'l,iua •• \ ~ . _
uc U~r than th f' l''" '' nt.on .. ith,•r ,. i,l•• : r.o, ; ""''' ,,r ln•1tn,·t-..·ffl,•h it th• mn"t ~i,nil:u I \\'h it,. "ith r?i .. ir :11r; ,•:-(nm,., aad i n,.t,mc,•. the pr<,gl'n)' from tilt> 1•urr hl"\'\l i "' minJ in ,ium'i llrut'""- foll,,.- t..'lr '"•"11 ,tui:~itth
:u nibMfl wtlt " "
::ihort Hurn bull 11nJ lb! unti1't' cu .- may ,•.r . ::-pirit ill Alli<>
drr!T,~ f N~ lla• ! tht' :r••u nir rip ~uallli ... fl,r
~
am1 ,.h,,ult.1 get ,b~,:_e. .
q1~1llitr (roaa rnolhrr. ,·,,n!lf'q\lf'tltl:S ~ :" lllltmal r !:u""'i~![ llN ~ ~ ' " r--......
its ,in-, •ilil., tlu, v,i,,hty and 1ntl11ici ..,( . b,ut.nJrr thal th.. nk:.. .p&,'lW ~la !· INrt"lur. ..1aa. will ,.,.,.""" ~ ~
tbe dam znay ~•• it >M:tl•ity, . ~•nlibood etlfflr <n•na ,plrit"'l lllAR'.i.
ff'<Nfff -.,lb - - .._ ~
~
11n1i poWl'"· o f ~miliat:on Ml u ID roea- , .-\ny 1111ttn"1 ttbf>uht ha•" s ~-~• l>.-..1 u, or. \'1lf"!I....., will r.-. 1'liltlw· _. __,.
I lu mure 11rodtlll>I• thaa eiCber aac•- 1'be of mua Ullf', lt1wlli~~ ... bnu• b.- l\ll Ul•ir '""' - ' ' ~ \M ~ • •
., .. •• ·· - ,.... ~~4"'"' , . . , _ 1".,,t,,.,i1""'1ln.-~ttttt ti\• wb~• or- 1 - - - - - - --...:.·.....·; ..__ _ _ _ _ __

a nrl i-1 in i i.. l,lo•><l 111 ;;r"r:" a rul 111ak~ ti.e·
ful u r tu torment ,uul tl,· f,u·,• .
The! more- thcro• i~ 11f th e !;' ""I l,luotl thit
1.-'4~ t he ,. 1, 1.. ,rtnu ity tlw r•· j,. - ,.,r rhc l""i
1,1110,1 tu ,·ru p • •11 1. ~I a n I, · ,.... f,11 :1,., t tu•
haw ,s o f 1J rp,,.lj 11 ~ ,.r., .... ,, •.••
nul e x·
••mpl fr 11 uL th<:.;c J,.""" ; lw i:; .,nly 11u nnl·
maJ 11 ml ! II fa, 1111 11ppii .-11ble WI' m11y
1~11 rn "'1ml! ,·,.h111i•I•• 1,.,,,.,n .. in hr ..,.ulni;
dom,~~ti r. ,. nim,;I~.
!Ierein thf're i,. .-t ome Ut•flOr!IIDity for
the use"' );Ol><l jutlJIIM'II' wlllcll • ·hen
prnvPd by rHu it • 111fmd :1, satilJ(action noC
fouod in Knv utbe-r branch of r,un,io~.
A busioe2<s t!JAt drm.ao<h 00 uf11in!I 11~ord>J
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''The Tr~"th. Sl:l.a.11. ».a::ak.e 'Y.'e>~ F11ree.·•

j

~ ~ ..: ~tl'li

r; •>: \..: : _") :·. ,, :n , , rL· :nt 1:it..: y ~han
!-"q1t. .·r.
.'~• .1 t h; ~;.! i- in, ,n ,._- y ;:~

Speech of C. H Sheldon , the Republican
Nominee for Governor, Made at
Mitchell as Chairman of the Republican Convention~ 1890.

,:. n:"· :1 ,:; ;,;:~;i i '<:rt "" t: u :it :: :: v.-::t
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J., \."
r l- .1l
·.• ·i ~i)<)Ut ,l J> 'i - ~i b: ;; ~:,·
Jf" . :"' t: !
.1 :.J
( ;I:1
il'Jt LI/Ill !,•~;; a t:r•: , !:--:r,r :n ;1cct.: 1Jt unc, , in1.·d ;.: ,,:,i. .,11,j :1i11<.:ty -11in1.: ;1un - J
,~r,:dti i -. r, f '.hc.:m ·.,.-,Jul c..l refu.-;c.; tr, 1
c..l <.,
I: ;~ nr,t intrin;;ic \·;iluc.:
r.it;t ~:-,<: ;.'. ' A <.:,:i:nc.:n t fi;,t that
;;,a~:•~ -; ;,:r, l<l er,;,., g00d frJr all
ri~ t,~•- l1uth n1.bl:c ~nd 1, riv att:.
\\' i !::::1 th~ · juri .,rJic t io n of th<:
l"n it•:c..l :.;tat<:s, intr in si c val 11c is
, , : :11, acc,Ju nt •.•: hatc:vcr in 1.:stab :,-;1;: ::; ~ll': char;1ctc.:r ri f m1,ncy
J•_ i , .;, ...,. that c.J ,,,_. ~ it . - :.I,.,nt0
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"So this independent party is fearfully and wonrh:rl w/ly
made; and I want-to s:1y to yott , gentlemen, that it is <J matter of humiliution and regret by tile intelligent (armers of the

section of the st:ite from which I hal·c come, that :1 recent importatiun from C:uwd,1, P,bose ignorance oi the cluiractcr of
American institutions is only cqua.lled by his i111p1ult>11ce nnd

; • -,: l ·:.> ,n.

insincerity, should n:,pirc co the !rig/Jest position n·iL!,i11 the
1,;ift o f the people.

The man wh_o comes among our [Jeoplr:

a.nri cntiea,·ors to teach them to break away from thc:ir :z/h-.

1:

gic:nct: wul unrlc:rtakes to teach them that all the measure:; fur

1_·

n-·h ich they /:i/1orcd nnd all the burdens they lw ,·c bor11c ha ,·c
l1ccn in 1·nin , is u public 11u1sance nnd ought to be ab.1tccl.''
Th e res ult uf-t hc \'Ute io the section of the slate fn.n n wlii,.:h
C. H . Slicldo11 hails will hanJly jus tify the statCllll'llt. Let us

1

take D:1y, his n wn

l ' Olllll_Y,

us an illustr:ttioll

In

1:-:no Shd-

dun's ,,w n t1J\n 1ship c:isl t he following '\"'Otes : Loul'ks lifi , :\1cll<: tte :!:!,

<JI"

:!

t;, 1. 111 the l"OU11ty uf l>.ty, Lut1l'ks 1 , l lit•, 1kl-

l<:tte 74n.
the
U" ,

lic.:s that can lH.: t,,]J ahout : countcJ m1.: ou t . T;1k1.: t!tc fouran.: n0t ~<.Jin;.: tu J1.:t,.:r lb.
ti.:c.: n black b1.:lt countic:-< .
I carried them by 15 . 000 _m:t jo rity .
The L.tat. Irom A lah:1 m~..
Y ct thcv hav1.: been cou nted a,;

In an int erview w ith a rc pu rt - ;,;i\·i ni:; Jo nes

10,000

-. , . ·- ··

.-i_ :·. :

h,, ·.1. l.i l! : I .'. :: : .:·:>..: :,.
,.-1 :· • \ :.::).1:~~J. . --~ l-~x

tar~ f~·:

!

lh.:n . ll:.r~:"··:, .: ,;;,,; , •;:c· ·.'".:,..- ••

~ t il',n ,\·l ~~c h tht...· :·r ...·~·~'." .:.,~...:·~~
n c \·cr bl·..:n .i\.)! C : ,, :1:1 - -.\· : ~.
, io th..: ~atL":-

..

\

.

~

·:,_-,:\·
C:1-,:,.: •-~-'~ -~_-::

,,{

~,-in ;.: i n\\·;1 :-...J ~11""1 1iL' \ "L':'
,1·.1 rd _: _ I. ,·.1\·,·:1,
!! T :::: .·\\" h ~- - 1">.,: :,•:. ::1:1 :·,. · ,:., - \· T::c·
p~.up t, r :.ibt ;:· , .f l·: t:: l1 1"c ;·:.t -:.1ri 1·t 1. )tl : : . I :· , .l,··_; :·1..<·: 1."._,._ -.,· .... .
i ct th~•:r ; ,,, -- 1.: ,· ""· 1., !: ! t...' ~~1..· ;~· . . . . ...
0. - , , , :

111~ \ h:~;;,; .,_ , ( t !li.. '

;l\,·;n· .

~ \'L ' 1.~ ..;

\" ,,;: ~c ,·.

\\1,,":L: -.: :--: ~\ "

]),, ; :,•:.

~h t, ...~1.: l~ .1...:::1..• \.. ~.: :·'- :;..•:1 ~
·:. -::1.,,\ :ai,,·:iy~ b1.: ~t1 .-~ 1..· ..·::..:t 1., :~: c,; : ~,
in~ hcr d ":\,i ::;,'-, ~.-.~:~ il·. ~i:\,:

:h;:

:-..:.,·..:
~"t.· ·
: :~ ..- ~·

~:~r \;~~:-:~ ,~~lr ~~~/\,, / .1.,;·~•·:~-;
.\:lll"ri..; .l l!

\ • ; 1.:

- :..;~J:TI ;! t c:rl tr, jH.:r~rJna: aLu--t: . ~nd
a r:r! r•:~'...l : nv.i 110 nc.:: bu t the rr. :111
·.\·n,. th in~: , th:1t the.: 1,•: ' plc·,
1,;1 rty ; , ;dr:1i<l ,, f an:: ii \·in;..:
Lrr,wd ,,! ir. i-.;c rcan t :, .
r<:<.:~: ,,11:·.•. :thr,ut h;, )i,,, t .
\\ 'c :, r<: ;.:r,.
:n;; t r, stan<l t rJ the rack : ·.I"<.: a rc.:
~;-,: n;.; tu h•;w t<, the.: iinc: ·., c :ire.:
;..;r, in;,; trJ . f,JJ! ,,w thr.: tl :,;_;, ;i n d
tr.:1t rr;~ n ·.·:h<1 s t ;lnc..!~ :n th ·..: ·.,; ;1y
, ,f th •..: m ight;.· marc h ,, f the.: p<.:0 1, ;·: . i n th<:ir m i~sirJr: r,i ,1.:cu:-in;..;
· ·,_.r~ ua· :- i;,;h t s to ;,,, ]I an<l 'i '1.: c;a i
privii<:g<:s tc, none , " had bett er
ir:.:u r<: i: ::-;"1,c:!f a,;;1i n ,; t brui, c•
.:.nd kn<JCks , and -;0rc: b 1 mcs;. lic.: fo re mak in;,: th<.: att<.:mpt. Thc:-c
is a li m it'
I <.l,J n<Jt mc.:an hr
that to threatc:n any p c.:rson:i l
cc,llis ion; I <lo.nu1...mt;.1n by ~h at
to inculcate any p c:-so na l hatrc:tl .
but what I mean by that is that
we are going t0 keep ritiht a long
in the middle of the road .
The

::~1....•

ci ·.:t 1.: :-:: ·.:: ·... . : :·.

c:r :1\."i

1

0 ,,

·r•, !!r1 'i. "Th e,;,;_ !-:. ,t._.,d ',(Jf1. ,, I
r; . ,, r;.; ::i : The.: ra nk ;u1ri f,l<.: ,,f
::i !;1:-rn,: r < ;,.::ian(,_- ;1.nd p<.:o ;J:.: ·- ;iart:.- t 1..: n<lcr ;:i1,:i r tha n k..,
f, ,:- : !1 j,, :l,,•.\· in~ ;.,: !,J ,·~·ir~:-! \t.·,J rJ _.,
fr, , m : ,,u r ·,pt:(;C h ; t t ;:p;,rt;,. (;a ..
:\ .,;..:u"t : : :
ha\' •: tJ1.: <.: 11 er , n :-,: r•;;1 t i vc :
·.•.- ,:: h;;vc b•.:•: n pati,:nt: \\·•.: ha\·c

:tr("

:.l hlr ; ;\ til t:'

\'!'!':'!-.:•

;, f

C.trn1.·;.:- ;1.· . F ri d, ~ 1..· ., . f,, :1.nt i~· ch:in;..: ~· l,i ..i :r ;·d :t.: b i..' '..;":~.
, 11 1,d

L' d

t hl·~· \\';U1t t<>
\\·,1:-:~·:,,; .

.\~

l ": 1:-:1

· · ;,:-,, : , : :-

' l '\ ' :! ;;:,:.

.. . .

: :·.c

p l:1 (,.:~ .irt: t:1~ 1..· n up ~, ~· :'••;.:;'c ~
Lih,r. T1t l1i.nhh· \.,, ,1 .rn,i l i.;:r,-, ,11 w ill b,1th L~/ ;,:r:i : i:icd :.,~- ,,,·.
in~ th.: ;.: .t tl'• uf Ca,-t :,: l~ ••:.;..-n
,;\\'in~in;.; th..: ,)thcr wa~- Th1.· rn:1rkct · ,111,,t;1ti,,n - ,-l: ,'_w
th;1t th..: ,- il , ·,-r d,~!! .~r in tr i11:-i1.· ,1 !hi,- d,, wn ne.n !~- to. 64

l"l'nt:- .

-:3.

C. Jo urn:t l.
· - 1fhc jl,urna! i::' :\ m~tn p il·ce

ma jority. of the

plutn1.·r;iti.:

hig-h pri.:ed

~

c.:r. :.Tr. K,, !b, the pcrJplc '-;' p;t rty I carried th is count}· by 1.500. monc\· ::;ha,·k,- oi the: n:i.t il,n , and
can<lidatc _fo r ;.:rw crnor, ·s:t!d wit h Yet they ;.;:we Jones G, ooo ma- of (Ot;rs..: cou l, I _not: . bl.! expected
cmphasi-; :
jo rity-m"rc \'Otes than were to add th:.: th1.· ,-ih·.: r ··doilar will
··I have· bc.:c.:n ck ct c<l · ;.:1Jn:rn - pollctl .
It w;i.s thc s~ n~e w:iy ;ill buy ju:-t ;.:,; lUJ.1~\-- ~-0f - thc · n«... 9-------•
11r ;ln,J [ am ~'Jin~ tl'J be· ~()\·crn- ' o\·c.:r the.: -; t:111.'. , an<l I tell you our . :."'ari1.::- l'f li k as :1. ~old dollar:or,
althou;.:h. of the r i 5 nc\1·s - people arc not ~oin~. t u submit Ex.

c..

\ \.hl'rc doc,- Cleveland and the
papers in thr.: stat c, bu t ~ix r,f to it.
them were for me:.
I carrictl t he
I am g-ning to be ~l)\·enwr . <lcmocr:ttic party ,.tand?
state by 45 ,000 ma jority an<l re - I ·will.contest bciorc th~ le~isla-
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